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Bobsledding team prepares for the '84 Olympics. photo hy Kcryn Orolis
IFC Poll Results
The following are the official results of the IFC
student poll on the existence of fraternities.
The poll consisted of three statements:
Statement A -
We the undersigned support the continued ex-
istence of fraternities and sororities at Trinity.
This would include changes in the system.
Statement B -
We the undersigned support the continued ex-
istence of fraternities and sororities at Trinity.
This would include changes and mandatory
coeducation.
Statement C - '
In no way do we support the existence of
fraternities and sororities at Trinity.
The following results were taken from 785
signatures collected at Registration:
590 (75 percent) agreed with Statement A
145 (19 percent) agreed with Statement B
50 ( 6 percent) agreed with Statement C
Dillon-Kimmerle Named •
Director of-Career Counseling
by Keryn A. Grohs
Allison Dillon-Kimmerle, the
new Director of Career Counsel-
ing, humorously talked about
buying a case of Wheaties to get
her started at Trinity. Already she
has shown that enthusiasm can
work far better than any breakfast
cereal. After starting on January
4, Dillon-Kimmerle has had to
"eat, breathe, and dream" career
issues from the Trinity perspective
in preparation for the. Career
Counseling Office's busiest
period.
Ms. Dillon-Kimmerle has come
to Trinity with a history of career
counseling experience. It started
with volunteer work in Boston for
Shared Educational Experiences,
a program designed to help col-
lege students explore their in-
terests. She learned the basics as
an intern with the Director of
Career Counseling at Harvard.
After reading career information
on all fields and sitting in on inter-
views, she was sent out on a series
of information interviews to find
out how other college offices were
structured. The informational in-
terview at Smith College turned
out to be personally fruitful. They
offered Dillon-Kimmerle a job as
career counselor, and she stayed
there for four years.
At this point, Dillon-Kimmerle
decided to put her career "on
hold" and join her husband in
Nantucket. The break- from her
career was brief; she and her hus-
band moved to New Jersey when
she was offered a job as career
counselor at Marymount College
in Tarrytown, NY.
Dillon-Kimmerle spent one year
as a career counselor at Mary-
mount before she was offered the
position of Director of Career
Counseling at Trinity. The move
to Trinity marks a significant ad-
vancement.in her career and is the
result of personal and profes-
sional drive. As Director of
Career Counseling, Dillon-
Kimmerle anticipates being
responsible for the planning and
monitoring activities of the office.
She realizes that she has a lot
more energy, ideas, and committ-
ment to career development than
she could have effectively chan-
nelled at Marymount.
When Dillon-Kimmerle started
the job during vacation, she had
hoped to study Trinity's career
counseling history - its successes
and failures. As students began
calling early in January, she was
faced with a professional conflict
and challenge, and she ultimately-
decided' that, the files and
historical information would have
to wait until summer.
Dillon-Kimmerle has always
been impressed by the intellectual
quality of Trinity students. She
sees the college committed to a
quality liberal arts experience.
Already she has found the extend-
ed college family to be supportive
of the students, and is encouraged
by the Alumni Association's ad-
visory publication in the Career
Counseling Office.
The new Director feels that a
liberal arts education teaches
some critically important skills.
"When you walk into the world
of work, you have to be able to
flex to the different pulls and
pushes today's world exerts upon
everybody," she said. "Those
who go to technical schools do not
necessarily see a world view, and
such students are not always safe
bets in the minds ofemployers. A
liberal arts education teaches you
how to communicate in the dif-
ferent ways dictated by different
disciplines." She also describes
liberal arts as being very
marketable, with the internship
program being the-- most
significantly useful tool to that
end. .
She stresses that students must
be willing to do research in career
planning. "We do our best to
prepare students to go with con-
fidence to the working world, but
students have to meet us half
way," she remarked.
Dillon-Kimmerle can relate to
Trinity To Aid
Hartford State Tech
by College News Bureau
Trinity College has received two
foundation grants for a project
that will increase minority
enrollments at neighboring Hart-
ford State Technical College. The
Hartford Foundation for Public-
Giving has granted $74,670 for
the project, and the Ellsworth
Charitable Foundation- has
awarded $10,000.
The three year project will be
directed by Rafael Papa of
Glastonbury, director of minority
affairs at Har t ford State
Technical College, who has work-
ed for several years with minority
and foreign students in Hartford
and elsewhere.
The purpose of the program is
to attract minorities to Hartford
State Technical College, leading
to employment as engineering
technicians in Connecticut
business and industry.
In addition to recruiting, Papa
will also provide support services
to the minority students. These in-
clude helping students find finan-
cial aid; providing remedial help
to overcome poor or inadequate
preparation; improving educa-
tional attitudes and aspirations,
and improving English language
skills.
According to HSTC President
Kenneth E. DeRego, Hartford
State Technical College's
graduating classes have not had a
p r o p o r t i o n a t e number of
minorities, even though the Col-
lege is state-supported and js
located in a predominantly
minority area of the city. "We
hope that as a result of these
grants, this situation will be
changed for the better, and that
more minorities will take advan-
tage of the opportunities we of-
• fer," he said.
Trinity College, which is
located near Hartford State
Technical College in the city's
South End, became involved in
planning the project and in seek-
ing outside funding. The college
will work with Papa and others at
the State Technical College in the
administration of the program
over the next-three years.
According to President English,
"Trinity is happy to be able to
help meet a need of a neighboring
continued on page 3
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Allison Dillon-Kimmerle was
Counseling.
the observation that many student
find the Career Counseling Office
an intimidating place. She is not
sure how or when, but she hopes
to introduce changes in the struc-
ture or organization of the office
to offset the intimidating aspects.
She wants to emphasize the im-
portance of just getting "into the
. office. "There is no right time to
formulate career plans — you do it
when you're ready," she says.
"Everything is valid. You can
always come back to the office
after graduation."
When asked for a self-
evaluation, Dillon-Kimmerle sees
herself professionally as the direct
result of her experience as a job-
hunter. It has allowed her to iden-
tify with what students are feel-
ing. She says, "If you're not
prepared to deal with these same
appointed new Director of Career
feelings and appreciate them, then.,
you're not going to be a career
counselor students come back
to." She feels that she can instill
trust by giving listening time and
a s s i s t a n c e , though every
counselor walks a fine line bet-
ween being a "hand-holder" and
providing the most meaningful
assistance.
On a more personal note,
Dillon-Kimmerle received a BA in
American Studies from Trinity
College in Washington, DC and
an MA in American Civilization
from Brown University. She en-
joys tennis, squash, downhill and
cross country skiing, but she is the
most e n t h u s i a s t i c a b o u t
backpacking. If the enthusiasm
she has already displayed for her
new position at Trinity is any in-
dication, then mountains, beware.
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Announcements
Academic
Deadlines
Tuesday, February 1 is the last
day to Add courses and to Drop
without DR showing on record. It
is also the last day to choose a
course Pass/Fail.
Committee for
Change atTrinity
Anyone interested in assisting
in the rejuvenation of CCAT with
ideas or energy? Our plans right
now include issuing Silences and
re-establishing Free University.
We also want to initiate a series of
Cave discussions concerning
possible social alternatives to
fraternities. If you're interested or
if you have any other ideas, please
contact either Michael at Box 418
or at 246-3008 or Tricia at Box 12
or at 246-8697.
Computer
Workshop
On Wednesday, January 26,
IEEE will present the "Under
$ 6 0 0 H o m e C o m p u t e r
W o r k s h o p 1 ' in M c C o o k
Auditorium at 7 p.m. There will
be several workshops, including
instruction in BASIC, and discus-
sion of computer anxiety.
Timex/Sinclair, Commodore 64,
VIC 20, and Atari home com-
puters will be demonstrated, and
their representatives will be on
hand. Door prizes will be award-
ed. The cost of this workshop is
$5.
ConnPIRG
The first ConnPIRG local
board meeting will be tonight at 8
p.m. in Alumni Lounge. Plans for
the semester, especially Ear-
thweek, will be discussed. All are
welcome.
Dance Club
This Wednesday, January 26,
the Trinity Dance Club will hold
its first meeting of the semester in
Seabury 47, at 4:15 p.m. Come
start the new year with the Dance
Club, find out what is being plan-
ned for "the spring, and how you
can be involved. A short im-
provisation session will follow for
anyone interested, so dress to
move!
Exhibits
Sculpture
From January 17 to February 4,
the Austin Arts Center will house
a sculpture exhibit by Eric Nelson.
From January 24 to January 30,
an exhibit by Robert Robles called
Mixed Media will be in the Austin
Arts Center.
Posters
An exhibit entitled "Summons
to Battle: Posters of World War
I" will be at the Watkhuon
Library from January 17 through
March 31.
Foreign Study
Information
General Information
will be general information
meetings in Alumni Lounge on
the following days:
Friday, January 28, 1:30 p.m.
Tuesday, February 1, 11:00
a.m.
Wednesday, February 9, 11:00
a.m.
Monday, February 14, 4:00
p.m.
Before coming to any of these
meetings (each meeting is identical
to the others and students need at-
tend only one), please obtain the
packet of five sheets (headed by
the "blue sheet") in the Office of
Foreign Study Advising, William
118. Please fill out and bring to
the meeting the "Information
Form for Students Considering
Foreign Study" from this packet.
Durham University
Study for one's junior year at
Durham University in England is
one of the very best foreign study
opportunities available to Trinity
College students in Great Britain.
Anyone interested is encouraged
to read the material in the maroon
binder in the Office of Foreign
Study Advising (Williams 118).
Applications must be completed
by Friday, February 4, 1983, for
the 1983-84 academic year (only
full-year enrollment is accepted).
University of
East Anglia
Trinity's exchange with the
University of East Anglia allows
the submission of one or two ap-
plications to East Anglia on a
"guaranteed acceptance" basis
for 1983-84. That is, those chosen
for the exchange at Trinity Col-
lege are automatically accepted at
the University of East Anglia.
Others may be nominated over
and above this quota.
Information on the exchange
with the University of East Anglia
is available in the Office of
Foreign Study Advising. Applica-
tions should be submitted well
before the end of February 1983.
London School
of Economics
Students interested in studying
at the London School of
Economics for their full junior
year may do so by applying
through Beaver/CCEA or direct-
ly. Applications ought to be sub-
mitted before the end of January
1983 in order to study for the full
year 1983-84. Please see Mrs.
Noonan in the Office of Foreign
Study Advising (Williams 118) for
Beaver/CCEA applications or in-
formation on applying directly to
the LSE.
Students Returned
From Foreign
Study
The University of Colorada is
co-sponsoring a seminar titl-
ed: "International, Intergenera-
tional Dialogue on Democracy"
in Boulder,Colorada, for the
period from July 3, 1983 to
August 5, 1983. Students who
have studied abroad are welcome
to apply to participate. The fee
for the program is $550 and room
and board are offered at $650. If
interested, please see the informa-
tion in the orange binder in the
Office of Foreign Study Advising
reading room.
St. Hugh's College
Oxford
It is possible for Trinity College
students to submit one or two
nominations of women who are
presently sophomores at Trinity
to study for the full academic year
at St. Hugh's College, a consti-
tuent college of Oxford University
in England. Any student in-
terested must have a minimum
cumulative grade point average of
B-plus. Since one's entire year of
study is in only one discipline,
anyone interested should have ad-
vanced preparation and an A-
average in the discipline to be pur-
sued. Further information is
available in a maroon binder in
the Office of Foreign Study Ad-
vising reading room (Williams
118). Any interested sophomore
woman should read the materials
and then speak with Mr. Winslow
about the application process.
Internships
Interested in air internship in
Congress iona l , Execu t ive ,
Judicial offices or other organiza-
tions in Washington, D.C.?
Juniors and seniors can contact
Betty Ann Cox, Internship Coor-
dinator on campus or write: The
I n t e r n s h i p P r o g r a m , The
Washington Center, 1705 DeSales
Street, N.W., Washington, DC
20036 or call (202) 659-8510.
The application deadline for the
1983 Summer Program is March
1, 1983, and for the 1983 Fall
Semester, April 15, 1983.
Lectures
Greenberg Lectures
The last lecture in the
Greenberg lecture series on Jewish
Cont r ibu t ions to Western
Civilization will take place on
February 2, 1983 at 8 p.m. The
lecture, titled "Living In
American Society: American
Meetings
For those considering foreign
.•.•study during either term or the en-
tire academic year 1983-84, there
KflPtAN
Educational Center
TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938
For Information About Other Centers
In More Than 105 Major US Cities & Abroad
Class Starts 1/27
Stanley H. Kaplan
Educational Center
14 Oakwood Avenue
West Hartford,
Connecticut 06119
(203) 236-6851
Outside NY State CALL TOIL FREE: «00-2J3-1782
Jewry from the First to the Fourth
Generation" will be given by Pro-
fessor Marshall Sklare, Director
of the Center for Modern Jewish
Studies, Brandeis University. The
location has been changed from
the previously announced Life
Sciences Center Auditorium to the
Washington Room, Mather Cam-
pus Center.
Economics
On Monday, January 31, Pro-
fessor Robert Nozick of Harvard
University will present a lecture
titled "Academics View the
Market System." The lecture,
which is open to the public, will be
in Austin Arts Center at 8 p.m.
Photo Club
For anyone interested in joining
the Trinity Photo Club, there will
be an organizational meeting on
Tuesday, January 25 at 7 p.m. in
Alumni lounge. All those wishing
to use the darkroom this semester
are required to attend. For further
information, please contact Alex
Banker at Box 14.
Tutoring
Program
Make a friend! Be a tutor! The
McDonough Elementary School is
looking for Trinity students to
tutor children in kindergarten
through sixth grade for one hour a
week. The day and subject matter
are up to you. It's fun, rewarding,
and it gets you into the Hartford
Community. Come to our
meeting on Tuesday, January 25
at 7:30 in Wean Lounge. For
more information contact Katie
York, Box 1070; Barbara Siebel,
Box 1467; or Doug Burbank, Box
998.
RC/RAs
The 1983-84 Resident Coor-
dinator/Assistant Program ap-
plication packets are now
available in the Office of Residen-
tial Services. The deadline for fil-
ing an RC/A application is
February 18th.
Russian
Courses
Students are invited to consider
two Russian courses offered in
Trinity Term by the Department
of Modern Languages and
Literatures, but taught entirely in
English. They are Russian 252,
Soviet Literature, and Russian
258, Tolstoy, both taught by Pro-
fessor Djaparidze. It is not too
late to sign up.
Testing
Attention:AU Students
If you have been notified to
participate in the MMP1 study,
the times available to take the test
are:
Mon.- 10 a.m.-l p.m.
Tues.-7:00-8:30 p.m.
Thurs.-7:00-8:30 p.m.
Fri.-9:30-11:30 a.m.
1:00-2:00 p.m.
Testing will begin on January
26, 1983 in the Mather dining hall.
We would greatly appreciate your
particioation.
12-CoIlege
Exchange
Students interested in studying
away on the 12-College Exchange
for any or all of the 1983-84
academic year should sign up in
the Registar's Office by Friday,
February 4, to indicate their
preferences.
Women
Engineers
The Socie ty of Women
Engineers will hold its first
meeting today at 4 p.m. in
Hallden 110. Topics of discussion
will be upcoming dinners with the
Hartford Society of Women
Engineers, and other events for
the semester. If interested, but
unable to attend, please contact
box 10.000.
Personals
NEED CREDIT? Get
VISA, MasterCard and
others. Guaranteed! No
Credit Check. Free Details.
Write National Credit Ser-
vices, Dept. CA123 P.O.
Drawer 794, Fairhope, AL
36532.
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Trinity Faculty Members Receive Consortium Grants
Three faculty members and a
member of the library staff at
Trinity have been awarded grants
for interinstitutional projects by
the Greater Hartford Consortium
for Higher Education. Judy
Dvvorin has received consortium
support for the development of a
course in Western dance history
that will use "labanotation," a
system of notating choreography.
The course, which will be offered
in fall 1983, will be open to
students at the five institutions.
Ellison Findly, Assistant Pro-
fessor of Religion, in conjunction
with faculty from Saint Joseph
College and Hartford Seminary,
proposed that the Consortium
provide a planning grant for a
symposium on "Women, Religion
and Social Change." The sym-
posium, scheduled for Oetobeer
21-22, 1983, will bring together a
group of scholars to examine the
ways in which women from a
number of religious traditions
have been able to effect social
change.
Dr. Findly is also a member of
another intercollege committee,
which was awarded a consortium
grant for a colloqium on the
Mamluk Empire of medieval
Islam, to be held April 6, 1983, to
coincide with an unusual exhibi-
tion of Mamluk art at the
Wadsworth Atheneum. The ex-
Excavalion continues on Mather foundation. pliolo by Ker> n drolls
Phi Beta Kappas Named
Eleven seniors were inducted in-
to Phi Beta Kappa, the scholastic
honor society at Trinity. The
students were Dana Alice Ander-
son, Mark Jay Bronsky, Glenn
Edward Hartsoe, Jr . , Julie
Melissa Hucks, Allen Nicholas
Lepore, Lisa Anne Nebbia,
Carole Joan Pelletier, Lorenzo
Pinto, Andre Edward Robatino,
Jonathan Charles Sproul, and
Anne Frances Zinkin.
NOTES
Date:
FUN DECOR . . .
SERIOUS FOOD
Z.AJ fi NOiO
sKL 0 JO &
/ r / r / (f
Urtd/L P/t/ 'Ce'S.
9-QO fi/n
752 Main Street At Central Row, Hartford, Connecticut
For Reservations Dial: 203-A Hold-up
- Park ALL EVENING at One Financial Plaza
(Gold Building garage) with our validation.
hibit, organized by the Smithso-
nian Institution, has been touring
major museums in the United
States.
Andrew Gold, Director of Ur-
ban and Environmental Studies,
together with faculty members
from the Hartford Graduate
Center, Saini Joseph College and
the University of Hartford, pro-
posed that the Consortium spon-
sor a one-day conference on "En-
vironmental Education for the
Future," on March 5, 1983. Plan-
ned for college and high school
teachers and students, the con-
ference will feature national en-
vironmental administrators and
representatives of industry,
academia, the media, and en-
vironmental organizations. In ad-
dition to the Consortium grant,
the conference planners have also
received a grant from the Univer-
sity Research Inst i tute of
Connecticut.
Patricia Kiser, cataloger in the
Trinity College Library, together
with Anne Pierce of the College of
Engineering at the University of
Hartford, proposed a workshop
on the use of new library
technologies both for professional
librarians and for science and
engineering faculty and students.
The workshop will be held at the
Trinity Library on April 19, 1983.
This is the third year of the
Consortium small grants pro-
gram. A total of fifty-one faculty
and staff from member colleges
have been awarded grants over the
three-year period. Projects must
involve two or more member col-
leges. Applications are reviewed
by the Consortium Council, a
representative group of faculty
and administrators. Trinity
members of the Council are Mar-
jorie Butcher, Professor of
Mathematics; Albert Gastmann,
Profesor of Political Science; and
Anne Zartarian, Director of
Financial Aid.
Work Well Under Way
On Mather Construction
by Robin L. Fins
The Mather Campus Center
renovations are progressing at full
speed with the Associated Con-
struction Company braving the
extreme winter weather. Accor-
ding to Wayne Asmus, Mather
Coordinator, the construction
crew has been operating on a very
busy schedule since around
January 1. As the workers have
completed clearing debris, digging
has now begun.
Within Mather, changes are
already evident. In the dining
room, the white room is now con-
siderably smaller and colder. A
temporary wall has been con-
structed on the east face where the
bay windows were located. Asmus
stated that he expects the white
room to remain chilly, noisy and
dusty.
According to Asmus, the Pub
will remain in o p e r a t i o n
throughout the renovation this
semester. He did note that it will
be open on Wednesday and
Thursday only. Full service and
pitchers will be served and enter-
tainment will be featured at least
once a week.
Downstairs in Mather, the Cave
is operating without a ceiling.
Because of this, Asmus expects
the noise level to be louder as
there is no buffer. The serving
area of the Cave.has been pushed
out approximately five feet from
the back wall. The area behind the
back wall is now being excavated
and will eventually serve as cater-
ing storage.
As part of the new fire preven-
tion system a fire standpipe has
been installed. The' empty black
pipe running top to bottom in the
building is a permanent addition.
Should there -be a fire the fire
department can hook up a
pumper to the pipe and then ex-
tinguish a fire anywhere in the
building.
As large trucks and loaded con-
struction apparatus are not easily
manuverable, students who park
on Summit Street or in the loading
area behind Mather should be
cautious.
Grants To Aid Minorities
Linked Way
of the Capital Area
, continued from page 1
college, and at the same time help
meet the educational needs of
minorities in our city. We are
grateful to the Hartford Founda-
tion for Public Giving and the
Ensworth Charitable Foundation
for their support of this project."
The Hartford Foundation for
Public Giving, one of the largest
community foundations in the na-
tion, makes grants to charitable
organizations to meet the educa-
tional, medical, social welfare,
cultural and civic .needs of the
people of Hartford and the 28
contiguous cities and towns. The
Ensworth Charitable Foundation,
established in 1949 by the late An-
toinette L. Ensworth, supports
public or charitable organizations
in Hartford and vicinity.
• . -"V. . ' f t .
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Gordie Howe discusses Trinity Night at the Whalers with SGA President Todd Beati. phoio b^  KervnOrohs
The Student Government Association along
with the Trinity Hockey team is presenting "Trini-
ty Night at the Whalers," Thursday, January 27,
at 7:30 p.m. at the Hartford Civic Center. The
tickets are $4.00 (regularly $10.50). We. are in-
viting all students, administrators, and faculty to
attend. All seating is in blocks so that the Trinity
group will be together. This is a great opportunity
to provide a social function that the whole Trinity
community can enjoy. Gordie Howe was at Trinity
selling tickets on Friday, January 21 in Mather,
There are an unlimited amount of tickets still
available; we want as many people to attend as
possible. Tickets are available in the S.G.A. office
from Friday, January 21 - Thursday, January 27
from 1:00 - 5:00 p.m.
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Students Abroad: Spring 1983
Editor's Note: The following is
a partial list of students studying
abroad during the Spring 1983
term and their addresses. The list
will be continued throughout the
semester.
ACKERMAN, Marc '84
British & European Studies
Group/London
BCM Box 403
L o n d o n WC IN fiXX,
ENGLAND
(located at 10 York Terrace
East, London Wl)
ADLER, Joseph '84
Tufts Program in Barcelona
University of Barcelona
(Not a mailing address)
ATHANS, Marego '84
lES/Freiburg
Institute fur Europaische
Studien
Erbprinzenstrasse 12
78 Freiburg im Breisgau
WEST GERMANY
AUSTIN, Laura '84
British & European Studies
Group/London
BCM Box 403
L o n d o n WC IN 6 X X ,
ENGLAND
(located at 10 York Terrace
East, London Wl)
BARACH, Daniel '84
Tel Aviv University
(Not a mailing address)
BARHYDT, Caroline '84
Beaver CCEA/Univ. of East
Anglia
School of English & American
Studies
University Plain
University of East Anglia
Norwich, Norfolk NR4 7TJ
ENGLAND
BELCHER, Martha l84
c/o Study in Greece
1 Neufronos Street
Athens 508, GREECE
DONALDSON, John '84
Beaver/INSTEP
e/o Shield House
26, Egerton Gardens
London SW3 2BP, ENGLAND
FINCK, Kathryn '84
Columbia/Barnard Program in
Paris
Reid Hall
4, rue de Chevreuse
75006 Paris, FRANCE
GILL, Laura '84
PRESHCO/Cordoba
Faculdad de Filosophia y Letras
Universidad de Cordoba
Plaza del Cardenal Salazar
Cordoba, SPAIN
GOLDFARB, Eva '84
University of East Anglia
School of English & American '
Studies
University Plain
Norwich, Norfolk NR4 7TJ
ENGLAND
GREENE, Susan M. '84
Beaver CCEA/Vienna
c/o Austro-American Institute
of Education
Operngasse 4
A1010 Vienna, AUSTRIA
GUSTAVSSON, Greta '84
Wesleyan Program in Paris
Reid Hall
4, rue de Chevreuse
75006 Paris, FRANCE
GUTTMAN, Barbara '84
New York University Program
in Paris
c/o Resident Director
56, rue de Passy
75016 Paris, FRANCE
HAASE, Andrew '84
Carr-Saunders Hall
18-24 Fitzroy Street
L o n d o n W 1 P 5 A E ,
ENGLAND
HAVARD, Michael '84
11 Palace Court
London W2, ENGLAND
HAYS, Catherine '84
Beaver CCEA/Queen Mary
College
c/o Shield House
26, Egerton Gardens
London SW3 2BP, ENGLAND
HERTZ, Kirsten '84
c/o Carl-Georg Reese
IvUinkehojvaenge 31
Farum 3520, DENMARK
JOHNSON, Alexander '84
Beaver CCEA/1NSTEP
c/o Shield House
26, Eeerion Gardens
London SW3 2BP, ENGLAND
KAL1SHMAN, John F. '84
lES/Durhani
University of Durham
Hat field College
D u r h a m D H 1 3 H P ,
ENGLAND
KATZ, Elliot '84
University of Haifa
Dept of Overseas Programs
Mount Carmel, Haifa
ISRAEL
KRAFT, Mark '84
lES/Vienna
Institut fur Europaische
Studien
Palais Corbelli-Schoeller
Johanesgasse 7
• A1010 Vienna 1,.AUSTRIA
LAWRENCE, Susan G. '84
IES/Durham
University of Durham
Old Shire Hall
D u r h a m D H 1 3 H P ,
ENGLAND
LEVY, Jill A. '84
IES/Vienna
Institut fur Europaische
Studien
Palais Corbelli-Schoeller
Johannesgasse 7
A1010 Vienna 1, AUSTRIA
LIEBER, Michael '84
Beaver CCEA/INSTEP
c/o Shield House
26, Euerton Gardens
London SW3 2BP, ENGLAND
LIMITl LAW, Alison '84
University of East Anglia
School of English & American
Studies
University Plain
Norwich, Norfolk NR4 7TJ
ENGLAND
LOFGREN, Christine '84
Middlebury College Program in
Paris
Reid Hall
4, rue de Chevreuse
75006 Paris, FRANCE '
LOTOSKI, Adrienne '84
Syracuse University Program in
Florence
Piazza Savonarola 15
1-50132
Florence, ITALY
MALCOLM, James '84
British & European Studies
Group/London
BCM Box 403
L o n d o n WC IN 6 X X ,
ENGLAND
(located at 10 York Terrace
East, London WH
MANN, Rachel '83
Ohio State University at the
Pushkin
Institute, Moscow, U.S.S.R.
(Not a mailing address)
MARMION, Sheila M. '84
Dickinson College Program in
Bologna
Dickinson Center for European
Studies
Via Marsala II
Bologna, ITALY 40126
MATZEN, Joanne '84
lES/Vienna
Insti tut fur Europaische
Studien
Palais Corbelli-Schoeller
Johannesgasse 7
A1010 Vienna 1, AUSTRIA
MAYER, Hillary '84
16 West bourne St.
London W2, ENGLAND
McGEHEE, Edward '84
IES/Vienna
Institut fur Europaische
Studien
Palais Corbelli-Schoeller
Johannesgasse 7
A1010 Vienna 1, AUSTRIA
MEYER, Katherine '84
B e a v e r C C E A / L p n d o n
Polytechnic
c/o Shield House
London SW3 2BP, ENGLAND
MOHEBAN, Steven '84
Beaver CCEA/Queen Mary
College
c/o Shield House
London SW3 2BP, ENGLAND
NARG1, M. Randall '84
2 Lupus Street
London SW1, ENGLAND
NORRIS, Frances '84
IES/Vienna Ins t i tu t fur
Europaische Studien
Palais Corbelli-Schoeller
Johannesgasse 7
•Al0.10 Vienna 1, AUSTRIA
i
Blizzard Buries Mather Construction photo by Keryn Orolis
Etna's
presenting on
your campus.
/Etna has a continual need for good
people. Ambitious people. People we can
train for rewarding careers.
If a career as an actuary, in sales, or in
general insurance appeals to you; discover
how /Etna can be the catalyst that ignites
your growth potential.
Stop by and see /Etna's presentation on
Thursday, January 27 from 3:0G to 4:30
p.m. in the Hamlin Dining Room.
An equal opportunity/
affirmative action
employer.
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TRY writing for the
TATH6DIR1
EW IMPROVEDMEETING TIME:
SUNDAY NIGHTS 7:00
Basement Jackson Hall
(Right Next To The Laundry Room)
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TRINITY TRIPOD
EDITORIAL
A Brief but Rambling
Polemic Concerning the
Vastness of the Cosmos
and Crippled Frogs
Thank God for vacations!
Nothing like a good four week break to settle your
nerves after spending the last weeks (or hours) of the
term doing all that work you should have been doing
months ago.
But that's all history now and we enter the new year
invigorated after a relaxing vacation in Vermont,
Florida, or maybe Aruba. That is, of course, if we didn't
have to work full-time just to pay for this term's books.
Or, for that mattter, if we spent our time worrying about
grades. Nothing like that unexpected low mark to put
things in perspective, eh?
Perspective is an interesting concept, you know.
People talk all the time about putting things in
'perspective1. Here's a perspective:
Did you know that there are at least four billion suns
in the Milky Way. Our sun and its planets, including the
Earth, represent only one planetary system among
these billions of other suns and their respective
planetary systems gathered together in the
unbelievably large pinwheel of the Milky Way, spinning
slowly around at about a million miles an hour.
And yet, the Milky Way is only one galaxy among
many. How many? Billions and billions, these being
millions of light years apart (one light year is about
trillion miles). Our most powerful telescopes can see
incredibly long distances, and yet, there is so much
that has even to be discovered. Quite simply, the in-
credible vastness of the universe defies human
understanding.
What you may be asking then is what this all has to
do with life here on our tiny little Earth. Well, when you
think about all of this, it really is kind of silly to worry
about all the little inconveniences and problems that
plague our lives. Be patient.
Patience is another interesting concept, especially
is linked with perspective. Putting the two together, we
usually end up with unselfishness and sound thinking.
And as we all know, two sets of circumstances will be
affecting our lives this term which require a certain
amount of both unselfishness and sound-thinking:
namely, Mather reconstruction and the Fraternity
issue. As of this moment, the Mather project looks
more like a wet, muddy quagmire. Some might have
similar feelings about the Fraternity tesue.
At this point, patient readers who have waded
through this deliberately rambling editorial will ap-
preciate a little story about a frog whose hind legs were
cut off in some accident. One day while he was crawl-
ing around, he fell into a deep truck tire rut. Not able to
jump out, all the frog could do was to drag himself
along in this rut.
Later when the frog was relating this story, his frog
friends asked, "Well, if you're here now, how did you
get out of your rut?"
"Simple," the frog answered, "There was a truck
coming, so 1 had to,"
Letters Policy
Lloyd-Jones Extends Concerned Advice
The Tripod welcomes and
encourages letters to the .
Editor. All letters must be
signed;by the author,:whose';
name will be 'withheld upon ,••
request. Letters which are in
poor taste, or libelous will not
be printed. The Tripod also
welcomes guest commentary.
All letters must be typed,
double-spaced and no longer
than two pages, or else be
subject to editing. The
deadline is 6:00!p;rrii Friday.''
Please deliver all letters and
commentary via campus mail
(Box 1310) or to the Tripod
office in the basement': of
J a c1 k s o n H a l 1 .
Thanks to you it works
. . . for all of us
United Way
of the Capital Area
Open letter to a Fraternity
Brother
Dear friend,
1 am writing to you, through
the grace of the Tripod, to tell you
that no matter how hard you will
find it to believe, I understand the
feelings you must have at the out-
come of the recent Faculty vote.
You find yourself in the position
of one who believes, perhaps
deeply, that you have found
something of value, a now a
group of outsiders comes along
and tells you that they cannot
value what you seem to, and in-
itiates a process to take it away
from you. Little wonder if you
were to feel angry and pained, and
sense that you are suddenly re-
jected and friendless, without
quite knowing why. 1 have known
other situations in which in-
dividuals or groups have suffered
repudiation-rightly or wrongly
makes no difference—and 1 have
noticed have even their most sym-
pathetic critic can sometimes fail
to try and relate to them
thereafter, as if they bore the
mark of some shameful failure
and now were to be shunned at all
costs. 1 should not like to see such
a thing happen in this case, for we
are not insensitive to your feelings
and convictions, and you deserve
more from us than to be ignored
or to be left to nurse your hurt as
best you can. And so I am writing
to you, not to offer an olive
branch (for I am unremittingly at
war for what I judge to be the
faults in your system), but to offer
a word of advice and comfort,
which is what I think honorable
adversaries owe one another. V . .
It is riot easy to know what the
future will bring to the question of
the fraternities' esistence at the
College. But whatever President
English does with the Faculty's
recommendation, and whatever
the Trustees do with his, it is you,
now, who are disturbed the most
by our decision, and that is why it.
is you, today, who are now my
most immediate concern. As'I see'
it there are two courses of action
open to you: you will either try, or
you will not try, to persuade the
President and the community at
large to see things your way. I
have no doubt, as to which of these
courses you will adopt, and those
whom you seek' to affect will have
to decide how persuasive they find
you. But, more important than
what will be a purely theoretical
course of actions is, perhaps, your
choice of attitudes — and you do
have a real choice to make here.
You can choose to write off the
Faculty vote as the outcorne of ig-
norance, prejudice, shallowness,
confusion of whatever, and
reduce your adversaries and their
views to unworthiness and in-
significance. Or you can choose to
accept that the Faculty acted out
of a sense of conviction and prin-
ciple. The former choice would be
by far the easier for you to make.
We all have; found it easier, to shifjt,
the argument 't'o''personalities and "
motives, and thus away from
principles. To belittle the
.messenger can be a very useful. •
way of deflecting our. energies''
front having to deal with the
message. But the latter choice
presents the more valid challenge.
It would be easy for you to despise
the Faculty's vote, but that would
do nothing for your ability to br-
ing honesty and lucidity to your
capacity for self-appraisal. It
would be difficult for you to grant
that opposition to you stems, from
deeply held principle and concern
for the College as a whole, but
that is what it will take for you to
think rationally, to answer
responsibly, and to avoid a cor-
rosive and unproductive sense of
grievance. To take, as a starting
point a readiness to grant that
your adversaries acted on princi-
ple — which is not the same as
asking you to adopt that principle
out of hand — will ensure that the
argument goes forward on the
issues; it will oblige you to con-
sider the merit of your adver-
saries' principles, and to weigh
them with clarity, in a broader
context than self-interest alone
would suggest. Above all, it will
help you to understand that it is
not you, but some of the things
that you stand for, that have been
repudiated.
Some of the things: not all.
There is a wide range of criticisms
levelled against you, and different
members of the Faculty attach
differing degerees of importance
to them. For my own part, I know
that 1 could never condemn you
for . seeking "love, trust and
honesty," for promoting personal
ideas anchored in a sense of the
brotherhood of mankind. But for
love, you need natural attraction,
not an organizational structure.
For trust and honesty, you need
openness and the ups and downs
of real life, not secrecy and self-
determining criteria of exclusivity.
And who among us could find
brotherhood admirable if it were
reduced to the outcome of genetic
manipulation? The challenge is
certainly to feel fraternal toward
the sometimes obnoxious little
tyke that the simple processes of
nature send our way, rather than
, toward , individuals , specifically
selected because they conform to
our specifications. In real life,
lovers and friends have to learn to
value one another because they
are different, not because they are
similar. If an honest blend of self-
respect and mutual respect is to
matter in a given relationship, we
, must try not to engineer the situa-
tion, for that would be like play-
ing with a stacked deck. Of course
we must play to win; but we can
win by cheating or we can win by
skill, and I think life asks more of
us, and gives more back to us, if
we can begin by taking people as
they are, rather than artificially
surrounding ourselves with those
who match our preconceptions
and poreferences.
When I discussed some of these
questions with one of your
brothers recently, he told me that
he found my attitude "pater-
nalistic." I found it odd that so-
meone who believes in frater-
nalism should be so ready to con-
demn paternal concern, but in any
event such is far from the nature
of my concern for you today. 1
have more than enough to do with
my own children to be tempted to
adopt you too. It is true that there
has been talk of late of a return on
the Faculty's part to the role of in
loco pa rent is, but I doubt that this
is what either we or you want. But
I see nothing wrong with my con-
sidering you in loco arnici, and it
is in that spirit that I approach the
matter at hand.
I have, frankly, too much faith
in you to believe that the decent
and humane concerns you stand
for are the hostages of an
organizational structure, but I am
certain that the faults I find in you
are nurtured by that structure. I
challenge you to have the courage
to stand for your ideals in the
rough and tumble of natural
evolving — not artificially
selected — relationships. I
challenge you to invest your
values in the unpredictable and
sometimes fragile domain of
authentic relationships, not.those,
brought about by selecting what
you will feel most comfortable
with, but those that the ebb and
flow of real life confronyt you
with. What blossoms will, I assure
you, be the hardier for it.
Sincerely,
K. Lloyd-Jones
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Letters
Grad Questions Pillage of an Earlier Era
(This letter is a copy of one sent to
Dr. Karl Scheibe, Trinity
Trustee.)
Dear Dr. Scheibe:
Regarding President English's
letter of December 30th soliciting
alumni opinion on the retention
of Trinity's fraternity-sorority
"structure", herewith is my own.
First let me say that fraternities
were never to my taste. Had I
been an avid devotee of bondage
and discipline, 1 should have
preferred the real thing at
Madame Lafarge's House of
Leather to Vernon Street's pad-
dles, of which, in any case, I had
had sufficient taste from sixth
form prefects before coming to
'Trinity.
Similarly, the seemingly ar-
tificial Gernutlichkeit (Trans, con-
vivality) of the "brothers" bored
me to distraction. It was never
quite clear precisely what the ob-
ject of their devotion was suppos-
ed to be. one saw, of course, the
accoutrements of whatever it was:
the secret handshake; the Greek
letters (although some of them
couldn't speak the Queen's
English, let alone Greek); the
almost conunbial relationships
with counterpart sororities at
Smith or Vassar. Fraternities seem
to motivated by a centrifugal
ethos, a sort ofnWaring Blender,
whereby whatever meager
semblence of individuality that
may have existed was extirpated,
.leaving it as residue on the edge of
t h e b o w L • • ; • ' :'•• '••••''-'•' • • •••'':'
To use the current jargon,
fraternities foster, and perhaps
continue to foster, "exclusivi-
ty"—not to any grand purpose,
noble or base, but rather ex-
clusivity as an end in itself.
But has that become so
heinous? Are we really to pillory
the' fraternities for having been so
quintessential])? part of an earlier
era? In a time when the motto,
now jargon, pro ecclesia et patria
was taken seriously, the'fraternity
system was the repository (despite
occasional aberations) of the vir-
tues a liberal education was meant
to inculcate.
In our present age of--what did
the Hartford Courant call it
...egalitarianism? - mottos must
possess a utilitarian function. But
what can one do with something
as gauche as pro ecclesia et patria.
An inventive type some years ago
had it emblazoned on the napkins
in the.Cave. Nice touch, that. A
sort of sacrament, really; we
could cleanse the impurities of our
mind (i.e. our "middle class
values") as we wiped the grease
from • cheeseburgers from our
face. If the 69 faculty members
who proffered their recommenda-
tion to abolish fraternities had
any liturgical sense at all, they
would have added a pronounce-
ment to have the motto affixed to
lavatory paper as well, the better
to aid and succor "the full Trinity
experience".
If fraternities tend to breed ex-
clusivity and conformity, these
sins (if sins they be) pale before
those of the current Zeitgeist of
doctrinaire iconoclasm (by no
mean mutually exclusive terms
since the sixties) and ersatz
egalitarianism permeating college
life. If. a fraternity occasionally
samples the cumulative sexual
. favor of Vernon Street groupies
(who are known for their,
well...generosity, both in propor-
tion and inclination), what is that
compared to the gang bang of
traditionel values of independent
thought and speech (which are
Trinity's professed values, for
whatever it is worth now).
We are really asked (ask-
ed?—demanded!) to abolish,
fraternities because they con-
stitute e visible affront to what
passes now as the ultimate goal of
education, which is (not to put too
fine a point on it): reducing the
"educational experience" to the
level of a common bath. (The
euphemism, since Reich, has been
"consciousness raising." It is, I
suppose, human nature to admire
diversity of thought in the
abstract but to despise it in the
particular, i.e., when it conflicts
with ones own conceptions. Yet 1
have always understood it to be
Trinity's mission to foster such a
diversity, within reason. For ex-
ample, must we all subscribe, or
feel obliged under threat of Col-
lege censor to cluck-cluck agree-
ment, to the banalities and
palpable absurdities of the so call-
ed "Women's Movement"? Is it
an excommiinicable faux pas not
to feel constrained to don e hair
shirt because Miss porter's, St.
Paul's, or Trinity hasn't met its
affirmative action quota (sorry,
"goal") of whatever "victim"
group is currently in vogue (for all
I know it's black female Tierra
DelFuego fire worshippers of un-
conventional Sexual proclivities)?
One need not disparage the
aspirations of legitimate victims
of oppression (with whom their
self-styled campus ombudsmen,
not withstanding their incredibly
hedonistic wonts, for some reason
identify) to question whether
Trinity's Susie Creamcheese is
somewhat miscast in the role of
victim.
The fraternities are castigated, I
think, because collectively they
have other concerns, not usually
imperatives that "rock the world"
OT t h o s e of p a r t i c u l a r
sociological/political import, but
those which constitute the tenuou-
sand ofttimes seemingly super-
ficial fabric of Youth and Life:
qualities which some of the
t i r e s o m e l i t t l e c a m p u s
Savonarolas/La passionarias (and
perhaps 69 of their mentors), who
"feel impeded to pummel us all
w i t h t h e i r l o a t h s o m e
Weltanschauung, might pro-
fitably seek to savor. In doing so
they could spare Society at large
their masturbatory anxieties and
guilt trips which the supposed
"victims", the objects of their
sweaty ideaological lust, must
secretly laugh at, even as the
ideologues themselve secretly feel
contempt for a ' society (in this
case, Trinity College) that would
take them seriously.
Perhaps you will indulge me in
a current vision I have of twenty
years hence when the current 'bur-
ning issues' have gone the wey of
the much more cerebral fads of
goldfish swallowing, panty raids,
and phone booth stuffing:
A 'brother" is sitting on an
unkempt sofa at St. Anthony's,
with the illegitimate progeny of
the infamous liaison between thir-
teen old grads and the 1980
Benefactress of Vernon Street on
his knee, reading "The Lunatic
Years: 1967 to 1984" by Frederick
Lewis Allen III. The girl on his
knee, angry at his inattention,
sulks, "you hardly ever treat me
as a sexist object anymore." (She
uses the term loosely and isn't cer-
tain just where she acquired the
phrase; probably at the cor-
respondence school she flunked
out of last year.) The "brother"
doesn't quite place it either but
seems to recall from one of his
trendy gut courses, "Evolutionary
C o n t e m p o r a r y T o p i c a l
Linguistics 104" ("Emphasis will
be placed on words," the catalog
says), that "sexist", although
before 1985 a term of op-
probrium, came out of the closet
to mean what it is meant anyway:
"archaic adjective: an inor-
dinate preoccupation with
qualities erroneously at-
tributed to the female
gender/'the sexist frat rats
said I had repressed libido"
(Creamcheese, Susie: "My
Battle"): CHAUVINISTIC,
"modern variation: one who
takes cognizance of the inex-
pungable differences in sex-
ual characteristics, usu with
the intent of fostering and re-
taining such diversity. (See
also vive la difference MF).
The fraternity brothers in-
dividuality, having gone through
the W a r i n g B l e n d e r , is
nonetheless for that very reason
readily identifiable and obtainable
at will in its unadulterated form
from the edge of the mixing bowl.
The conformity he has chosen by
participation in fraternily life he
never in his heart of hearts took
seriously (how does, after all, an
eighteen-year old seriously recon-
cile his status as an elector of the
Republic with pseudo-secret
mumbojumbo and masochistic
rituals?). Nonetheless—such is the
testament of youth—he adhered
to the enforced conformity as his r
te of passage and relished it all the
more because of its "exclusivity."
Perhaps he will graduate Trinity
to become a poet, an author, a
statesman; perhaps just another
establishmentarian alcoholic ex-
jock out of a John Cheever novel
daily grinding out his ignoble ex-
istence commuting from Green-
which to Manhattan, looking
askance at anyone wearing long
hair or reading the Village Voice.
His conception of the "Trinity
experience" may not have been
my own; as I have mentioned
above, it was not. Yet at least in
his Trinity years he has foresworn
the intertop no propensity of so
many of his fellows who would,
foist their absurd dime store
sociology on those who are
t e m p e r a m e n t a l l y a n d
philosophically indisposed to
receive it. And in that respect, for
what it's worth, he has my ad-
miration and, I hope, the
forebearance of the trustees for
whatever sins of commission and
ommission (real or imagined) he
may be responsible.
What I began as a short letter
seems to have turned into some
sort of de profundis. Let me add a
final personal remark. My son
Christian is ten years old, and I'd
like him one day to profit from
the magnificent education Trinity
was, and still is, able to confer
(the occasional ideological hokum
I trust him to be perspicacious
enough to see through and laugh
off). He doesn't suffer fools glad-
ly, though, and tolerates bores
with even less alacrity. I should
like to think that Trinity would
continue to countenance his right,
whether alone or in a group, to
abjure^ of both fools and bores as
he (prudently or injudiciously)
deems fit, as well as to exclude in
certain social capacities those
whose company in other situa-
tions he would most ardently
welcome. In my Trinity years I
had no particular problem doing
both as what was then (perhaps
still is) called an "independent."
Fraternities may not be the
greatest invention since sliced
bread, but were Christian entering
Trinity today, I think I should ad-
vise him to learn the Greek
alphabet and take, along his
paddle.
Y o u r s f a i t h f u l l y ,
S t e p h e n F . G r e e n , ' 6 5
Trin Family Criticizes 'Overreaction'
(The following is a copy of a letter
sent to Dr. Schiebe, Trinity
Trustee)
Dear Dr. Scheibe;
In response to President
English's request urging alumni to
express opinions about the
fraternity-sorority system at
Trinity, we offer the following.
For centuries men and women
have banded together to establish
organizations which mirror their
collective interests, be they com-
mercial, religious, educational,
charitable, or fraternal.
In recent years as government
has sought to prevent illegal
discrimination, extremists have
used this legitimate goal to further
their own fanatical desire to pre-
vent an individual's free choice of
association.
In an age when courts sanction
the right of heinous groups like
the American Nazi Party and Ku
KIux Klan to exist and spread
their venom at will, the current at-
tempt to destroy the fraternity-
sorority system at Trinity is, at the
very least, a gross overreaction.
Fraternities and sororities pro-
vide far more than organized
social activities, though these
alone are sorely need and other-
wise poorly provided at Trinity.
They permit students to work and
live together, participating in a
microcosm of the world at large.
Members elect officers, serve on
committees, levy "taxes" and
learn the art of compromise. In
recent years, many have par-
ticipated regularly in charitable
fund raising and community
aettvities.
Let the faculty and/or ad-
ministration (who are charged
with advising fraterni t ies-
soror i t ies and all campus
organizations) look to their own
inadequacies if the occasional im-
mature act of a member outrages
the community. To destroy the
fraternity-sorority system because
of such isolated acts or because it
does not fit into the Utopian world
imagined by its sponsors is akin to
killing the prodigal son because of
the failings of the parent.
We hope that reason will return
to those who would tear down
before a valuable learning ex-
perience and a treasured right are
forever ended at Trinity.
S i n c e r e l y ,
Stanton H. Avitabile, '54
Adr ian R. Avi tab i l e , '26
Richard K. Avitabile, '50
Gregg S. A v i t a b i l e , ' 86
Actor Responds to Sexist Charges
Dear Editor:
I would like to comment on the
letter "Musical Review Deemed
Sexually Offensive," written for
the ^December 14th Tripod...
You can't be serious! Open
your eyes; this is 1983! There's
more sexually offensive behavior
going on outside your window
than what happened on the Trini-
ty stage the nights of December
2-5. "
"Concerned Citizens?" What
do you mean by this? May I re-
mind you that' every show you
criticized-Bye Bye Birdie, Fid-
dler, Cabaret, and the rest receiv-
ed enormously successful runs on
Broadway and in the movie
theaters, enjoyed by many of the
same "concerned citizens" to
which you are appealing,
May I also remind you about
the nature of Musical Comedy.
One of its prime functions is
e n t e x t: a i n m e n t .
N o t i c e - - " M u s i c a l , " having
music; "Comedy," being funny.
Put it together and what do you
get? Politics? Of course not.
Political satire perhaps, that's
comedy; but definitely not
political reactionism. Those
shows weren't written to be sex-
ually offensive, or to be reviewed
as being sexually offensive. They.
weren't even performed at Trinity
in a sexually offensive manner.
They "were performed, as they were
written—a reflection of societies
where women's rights were not
fully recognized. They were enter-
tainment for those societies and,
judging by the audience's
response at Trinity, they were
entertainment for our society, 20
y e a r s l a t e r ; a s w e l l . ! ' •••.;••••
Face it, society has been sexual-
ly biased from the beginning of
time up until the latter half of this
century. But you,wouldn't dare
criticize Mozart and Shakespeare
(Why didn't you talk of the "of-
fensive nature" of the excerpt
from Cosi Fan Tutti?) And if it
did bother you, you could have
walked out. Believe me, many of
the performances could've used
your empty seat to be filled by a ,
real lover of Musical Comedy.
S i n c e. r e 1 y ,
J o e S c o r e s e
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Features
Winter Notes On
Editor's note — For the past ten
years, Associate Professors James
West and Samuel Kassow have led
trips from Trinity to the Soviet
Union. This year, West and twen-
ty Trinity people, along with a
contingent from Drew University,
toured the USSR from January
2-18. The trip enabled the
students, most of whom have a
strong background in Russian
language and/or area studies to
enhance their understanding of
Russia, past and present.
Over the Border
by Susan Manlove
The train ride from Helsinki to
Leningrad was one of the
strangest experiences, perhaps
because it was the anticipation of
crossing the border that 1
remember so well. Soon after we
left the Finnish border, the train
slowed considerably. It was only
four o'clock but already it was
pitch black outside. As we passed
by the customs agents, all dressed
in dark uniforms and lined up to
board the train, we all jumped
back from the window. The in-
spection was very thorough. We
. had to leave the compartment,
and the customs agent proceeded
to call us in one by one so we
could open our luggage. Mean-
while, other agents checked the
train—from the corridors to the
window sills—with ladders and
flashlights.
The first town we entered in
Russia was Vyborg, where we
were allowed on Russian soil for
the first time. We' waited here for
our passports. Right in the middle
of the square of this provincial
town was a huge two-story orange
and yellow painting of Lenin. It
seemed that all around me I was
reminded of the authority of the
guards and of the state. It was a
frightening feeling, but one which
lessened as my stay in Russian
lengthened.
Some Harsh Reality
The Soviet truths were express-
ed by a twenty-year old bicyclist
living in Leningrad. He was very
open with his views ancd allowed
us to record,.them on tape, He
said, "There is no unemployment,
but no one works. No one works
but, productivity goes up. Pro-
by Mike Oxman
ductivity goes up but, there is
nothing in the stores, but at home
there is everything. There is
everything at home, but no one is
. satisfied. No one is satisfied, but
everyone votes yes." These are the
paradoxes of Soviet life.
A Better Way For Third World
by Daniel Green
On the streets of Leningrad I
met two young Russian men who
invited me to a cafe for dinner and
a bottle of vodka. The conversa-
tion which followed in the
restaurant touched on many sub-
jects. The first topic was,peace.
We all decided that there should
be no war and that everyone in the
world should get together and
drink vodka; They then began to
ask how much money my family
made. As snow removers, they
made only $150 per month. But
they do not have to pay much for
housing. As I answered their ques-
tions and told stories of the varie-
ty of food, cars, houses, and other,
material goods available in the
U.S., I wondered if I was
misleading my two friends. I was
comparing Russia to the U.S.. but
I realized that there were more
comparisons to be made to third
world nations. Historically, the
standard of living in Russia seem-
ed closer to that of India than that
of the U.S., and this became more
apparent to me as 1 watched my
two friends. They were embar-
rassed and almost mad at their
government for only giving them
$150 a month. I then added that
many people in poorer countries
would be grateful for the chance
to earn that much money. My ac-
quaintances seemed to cheer up a
bit. The vodka poured. As I slip-
ped into inebriation I was terribly
confused, for I realized I had just
a r g u e d t h a t the S o v i e t -
Communist system was a better
system for poor countries than
capitalism.. ;
DreamsrLife In the West
by Laura Ramsey
At the'Russian Museum in Len-
ingrad I was walking with a
friend. We were laughing and jok-
ing when, a young student of
English stopped us. He was very
impressed with our outwardly ex-
pressed happiness,. which is not
part of Russian public.behavior.
We were impressed with his im-
peccable English. He was even
familiar with nuances of
American slang. But the most
lasting impression of our conver-
sation was when he talked about
going to'his home that was 500
kilometers northeast of Moscow.
His home was about 30 kilometers
from the village and there was no
transportation home, so he would
walk through the woods. He said
that to escape the sound of his
footsteps endlessly crunching on
the snow, he would speak to
himself in English and dream
about the West.
A Meeting In Leningrad
by Andrew Yurkovsky
Although arriving in Leningrad
from Helsinki involved some
degree of culture shock, our
alienation was mitigated to a large
extent by the haven provided by
the hotel in which we were stay-
ing, the Pribaltiskaya, a Western-
style building designed by Swedes.
T h e t w e n t i e t h - c e n t u r y
Pribaltiskaya provided quite a
contrast to the eighteenth-century
architecture of the rest of the city.
While most other Leningraders
were. no doubt snacking on
Pirozhki and tea and drinking
Moscow Brand Beer, on the fif-
teenth floor of the Pribaltiskaya
we (and on weekends a good
number of Finns avoiding
Finland's strict alcohol policies)
enjoyed Heinecken and Tuborg,
Pepsi, and roasted almonds from
the United States. Our transition
into Soviet society was certainly
eased by such familiar beverages
and snacks.
Invariably the existence of
Western products or the adoption
of Western styles in Leningrad —
and in other parts of the Soviet
Union — were amusing. One par-,
ticulariy humorous sight was a
rock'n'roll band in the nightclub
of the Pribaltiskaya. When a few
members of our group and I went
to the nightclub on our last night
in Leningrad, the band was per-
forming the Beatles' "Rocky Ra-
coOn," Although, the , singer's
English' pronunciation' was quite'
good, his Russian accent (and the
fact that he seemed to be singing
without understanding the mean-
ing of the words) made the perfor-
mance: seem ludicrous.
Well after the band had com-
pleted its rendition of "Rocky Ra-
coon," I encountered two Len-
ingraders near the bar. Since only
one of them knew English (and
very little at that), we com-
municated in Russian. Much to
my surprise, they were both
students on winter break and were
both staying in the hotel. I had
been under the impression that the
Pribaltiskaya was restricted to use
by foreign tourists and Soviet
VIP's. The two Leningraders,
however, informed me that this
was not the case and that in fact it
didn't cost that much to take a
room in the hotel. (I didn't ask
them the exact cost of their stay).
We talked about a number of
things for an hour — our studies,
politics, and Ronald Reagan,
whom they believed was mad. For
most of our conversation, one of
the men stood only a couple of in-
ches from my face. Of slight
build, he spoke in a passionate
voice. His friend, who seemed
somewhat older, spoke very little,
smiling occasionally and revealing
two silver lower teeth.
The man of slight build wanted
to make arrangements to meet the
next day so that we could trade
things. The nightclub by now was
emptying out, and we were nearly
the only patrons at the bar. I had
been speaking very loudly, and
people had been looking at us. I
became wary and recalled all the
warnings I had heard about being
set up by the KGB. I told them
that I wasn't sure when or where I
could meet them. They noticed
that I was frightened and asked
what I was worried about. 1 in-
sisted that I was not afraid,
although I, later admitted that I
had been told that trading was a
dangerous activity. They'said that
we should try at least to meet so
St. Basil's looms over Red Square
that we could talk more — in Rus-
sian and in English. I agreed^ and
returned to my hotel room, '
Early the next evening, I met
one of the men in the lobby of the
hotel. I told him that my group
was leaving and that 1 had to go. I
had a poster of a rock'n'roll band
in my hand and I gave it to him.
He thought I wanted something in
exchange. I. fold him that I didn't.
"It 's a gift?" he asked. "Yes, a
gift," I said. We exchanged ad-
dresses and parted.
A Type Of Surveillance
I asked myself, after about ten
days in Russia, have I been watch-
ed? Overheard? Followed? Had
any attention, other than that
given by our Intourist guides,
been paid to me at all? I felt
something more like regret than
relief at the realization that
relative to being in the Soviet
Union, things were pretty normal.
Not only were my KGB dreams
shattered, there was no snow.
Two days before we, left
by Robin Levine
Moscow, Mason and I visited a
woman who has been waiting four
years for her visa application to be
approved. We had a very nice tea.
I mentioned that I had brought
along my parents' Polaroid
camera. She had never seen one
and didn't really believe they
worked. We went into the living
room; she and Mason stood
together while I took out the
Polaroid. It didn't work. Em-
barassed and apologetic, I finallv
gave up. Sonia asked if I had ever
left it in my hotel room in
Moscow. I knew I had at least on
one day. I wondered if the maid
or someone had taken a look at it.
Sonia said "Not the maid." I
couldn't even say "oh ."
Perhaps this made such an im-
pression on me because it was my
first one on one encounter with a
Soviet. Furthermore, everything
Sonia said disagreed with Our very
guided tour of the Soviet Union.
Children perform in a Lithuanian day care center photo bv Andrew "vur
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The First
American
C | W lit -111 !,•• <l ' • •
by Jim Heinzen
While on a trolley returning
towards the hotel in Vilnius,
Lithuania, I asked a young couple
in my broken Russian if they
knew exactly where the hotel was
located, They told me that they
would get off the trolley at the
right stop and direct me, a gesture
of kindness I found typical of the;
Russians I met. The girl asked me
where I was from, Germany? No,
I said, America. She looked very
surprised and turned to her friend
and said something. They both
got very excited. He looked at me
with wide eyes. "You're from.
America?" he asked me in Rus-
sian. I repeated that I was.
We arrived at our destination
and got off the trolley. He said
something to me very quickly in
Russian which I could not unders-
tand. He was very excited and his
girlfriend tried to calm him down.
Pointing toward the hotel, he set
off at a fierce pace mumbling
some English words to himself.
His girlfriend and I tried to keep
up but trailed behind. Absent
mindedly he marched through a
park he probably shouldn't have
gone through, tromped through
the winter remains of a couple of
flower beds which he definitely
shouldn't have gone through. All
the while he searched for those
elusive words which would ex-
press his thoughts, shaking off his,
girlfriend's attempts to help him.
Finally, we reached the sidewalk
at the other end of the park. He
stopped, turned to me trium-
phantly and, with a big smile on
his face, said, "You are the firs!
American I have ever met. Now 1
«n practice my'English." For the
rest of the conversation ve alter-
nated between his broken English
and my broken Russian.
A State Dept. View
by Douglas Gass
While in Moscow we were for-
tunate enough to meet Russ
Sveda, a Foreign Service officer
assigned to the American embassy
in Moscow as the deputy science
officer. Not only did he give us
frozen pizza, but gave us some of
his ideas on the Soviets, with
whom he must deal each day.
His apartment building, though
built only three years ago, looks
twenty years old , the fixtures
broken, the plaster cracked. For-
tunately, the Americans remodell-
ed the apartment itself. Russ turns
on the stereo when he has visitors
to make conversation inaudible to
the bugs he believes have been
planted in his apartment. A huge
poster of Napoleon graces his liv-
ing room wall. "Do you know
why I have this picture on the
wall?" he asks. "Because he
burned Moscow to the ground."
Sveda's view of the Soviets is
not simplistic, but the frustration
their obstinancy causes him leaves
little outlet but cynicism. Recent-
ly, Russ has been working with
Chinese and European diplomats
to convince the Soviets to release
information about the Cosmos
1042 satellite which is expected to
enter the earth's atmosphere in
the next few days. He says that if
the USSR relates the weight and
size of the satellite, then scientists
will be able to predict exactly
when' and where the debris will
land. Despite Soviet reluctance to
cooperate on this matter, Russ
also points out instances in which
t lie Soviets seek American
cooperation.
Sveda cites a Soviet doctor who
has developed an operation to
eradicate nearsightedness, and has
performed thousands of such
operations successfully in the last
twenty years. Although Russ has
been trying, he is finding the US
government unreceptive to this
m i r a c u l o u s d e v e l o p m e n t .
Nonetheless, he hopes to initiate
US-Soviet research on further use
of the artificial heart.
Sveda's job gives him a close
look at the basics of the Soviet
economy.The outlook is bleak.
Firstly, he notes that Russia's
mildest winter in forty years
threatens to ruin the Soviet's crop
of rye which relies on snow cover
to grow effectively. He mentions
also that because the Soviets
merely skim oil off the top of each
well, rather than developing each
site to the fullest, they are ensur-
ing oil dependence within ten
years. Sveda expresses disbelief
regarding the CIA's recent report
which announced that the Soviet
Union's GNP rose four per cent
last year, contending that the
Soviet standard of living has not
risen in the last ten years. As an
example, he reports that a Soviet
official told him that the standard
of living for all classes has actaul-
ly declined in recent years.
Furthermore, Sveda notes that
the Soviet's economic problems
Red Square under Lights
by John Wilson
As I walked up the last steps out
of the Moscow metro station, Red
Sguate1 stood straight ahead. Two
minutes later I stood in the middle
of Red Square — the very heart of
modern Russia. The Kremlin wall,
Lenin's mausoleum, GUM (the
central state department store)
and St. Basil's cathedral all sur-
round the square. Perhaps an inch
of. new-fallen snow rested on the
cobblestones. Seven large snow
plows roared around the square,
as Russians wearing long dark
coats and fur hats scurried to get
out of the way. Red Square at
night is almost magical; I was in
awe. Lenin's tomb and the wall of
the Kremlin were bathed in light.
Standing out brilliantly against
the black night sky was a large red
Soviet flag, flying high from
somewhere inside the Kremlin.
As I walked around the square,
one building captured my eye and
attention immediately: St. Basil's
cathedral. Built by Ivan the Terri-
ble,' the building is a truly
remarkable sight. The brightly
colored, onion-shaped domes
•••';locked positively unreal. It was
not. * •Someone remarked that it
looked like a gingerbread house,
elaborately decorated and with a
layer of snow at the base. I
thought the comparison was a
good one. St. Basil's epitomized
for me, as well as others, the
magical and mysterious qualities
which Red Square possesses at
night. I was truly amazed.
Every hour on the .hour, the
guards at Lenin's tomb are chang-
ed, and at midnight we witnessed
the process. The entire changing
procedure takes exactly, we were
told, two minutes and forty-five
seconds. I didn't have my stop-
watch, but the timing during the
rotation was crisp and ever so
precise. The guards, as they
entered into view from the left,
were marching slowly and
deliberately. The crowd which
had gathered was silent and the
only noise.present was the sound
The Words are Onspoken
by Laura Ramsey
A family we visited included a
grandmother, her daughter and
her nephew. The nephew said that
his aunt was fearful of speaking
candidly, because she saw her
brother taken away one day after
a knock on the door; the era of
the Stalin purges is fresh in her
mind. But, her daughter didn't
live during the Stalin era, and was
not afraid of relating her thoughts
in private. At first, 1 thought this
might be a significant change bet-
ween the generations of the
mother and the daughter. I was,
however, also told that many
things are left unsaid but are
understood implicitly.
^•••;~-==^::o
«£:,Trnr7L.
Russians appreciate rare Georgian oranges photo by Andrew Yurkovsky
stem from two areas. Firstly,
because they have an industrial
economy, trying to meet basic
needs for steel and food, while the
West has solved these problems
and is now dealing with high
technology and information, the
Soviets are having a hard time
competing. Secondly, because the
Soviets devote so much manpower
and resources to arms production,
they suffer in the area of commer-
cial trade. For these reasons, he
states, the Soviets will never agree
to President Reagan's "zero op-
tion" for arms reduction. To con-
cede would be to express the idea
that the entire Soviet economy
functions in vain. Like most ex-
perts, Sveda contends that the US
cannot hope to subdue the Soviets
by economic means, for they have
a unique ability to "tighten their
belts" and endure.
of the soldiers' boots on the cob-
blestones. It was an eerie yet im-
pressive sight. The actual change
of the guard was accomplished
quickly and silently. The guards
passed within a few feet of where I
was standing and their youthful
faces were all too apparent. I was
shocked: these uniformed soldiers
were no older than I was. The
bells in the Kremlin tower sound-
ed twelve times, the crowd
dispersed, and the process was
over for another hour. .
The evening at Red Square was
coming to a close. However, the
magical and powerful image of
Red Square at night is not
something one forgets quickly.
photo by Andrew Yurkovsky
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Ted Lord is Honored as Connecticut Poet
I won a contest tor my poetry. I
do
half-ieaps in (he mailroom
looking
for someone I know. I yell at Julia
I need a hug and then bend, soft-
voiced tell her I won. All
afternoon
I am telling everyone.
Home after class I call Mom
even though it's still before five.
I ask if she remembers the contest,
she gives a hard-erossing-fingers
"Yes". Hanging up
I do a bong, put on this guitary
warm song, still in enough control
that when the bass hums I turn it
down.
Then I jig,
big-foot swaying with the air.
I toss my lighter, lose balance
twice. This is my dance alone.
When I stop I am in the window
bay,
same shaped here as in Mom's
room.
Somehow
I think she got up and halfway
to the dresser punched out into
the air
her smile was say-
ing Ail-Right.
This fife is a boat, everything is
atmospheric swells. Sometimes
our body catches all the wind
for a last line, there is Otie,
this afternoon she was having to
pull
her t-shirt up to catch the water
in her eyes. She said Brickwalls,
I am tired, Teddy I am fighting so
hard
She has been
driving for weeks
now
in quick soil,
she is reaching hard
to a warm air.
Oh even here on the floor
alone, quiet, writing,
this fullness that pulls apart,
modifies.
Through i( all we are pulling more
every day and against its strain
to rush through our fingers
we are reaching for
a lightness, the full breath
to dance the tides.
Ted Lord
by Jennifer Wolfe
"When I was a freshman I took
a poetry workshop. Eager as
always, I volunteered to read one
of my poems the first day. I only
remember one line from it—it was
cut to ribbons. There were about
twenty-five lines in it, and so-
meone cut it down to three—and
said they thought it worked well
as a haiku!"
Ted Lord has come a long way
since then.
A senior and a literary writing
major at Trinity, Ted has just
joined ranks with the six Trinity
students who in the past ten years
have been selected as Connecticut
Student Poets in a statewide col-
legiate competition sponsored by
the Connecticut Poetry Circuit.
He" and the four other honored
students will present their poetry
this spring in a series of readings
at nine colleges on the Circuit
tour. .. ;•
"Reading for me is very easy,"
Ted says. "Well, not easy, its...
pleasurable, a joy. It gives me a
c h a n c e t o t e l l a b o u t
myself—that's why I write. The
rewards are immediate. A laugh
or a sigh from the audience—it's
that response that 1 feed on, that's
what gives me confidence to
read."
Does he ever get nervous?
"Well," he says, "I think of the
story my father tells, about one
time when he was doing a
cigarette commercial. He was
holding a pack of cigarettes in his
hand, and he was shaking so bad-
ly from nervousness that he
couldn't hold the pack still. The -
camera man looked around the
camera at him and said 'Look,
just say Shit! to yourself before
you come on, and you'll be fine.'
It worked. So that's what I do.
Ted is inextricably tangled up in
the English department at Trinity.
Not only is he the Senior Fellow
of the department, but he also
tutors in the Writing Center and
has been a Teaching Assistant in
several English classes. He con-
tributed to and was the Editor of
the Trinity Review last spring. His
friends have called him an
"English jock." For his poetry,
Ted was also presented the Delta
Psi Literary Pitcher, which is
awarded each year by the Na-
tional Organization to the
undergraduate fraternity member
who submits the finest literary
work.
Trinity has taught Ted a few
t h i n g s . ' ' W h e n I was a
freshman," he says, "I stayed in
my room a lot. I was cynical, and
1 didn't make much of an effort. I
grew up in NYC, and went to An-
dover, so I came from a com-
munity where if you wrote poetry
or did acting you were cool. Here
at Trinity my friends didn't care.
So, I learned to write for myself,
not for other poeple or for social
status anymore. Trinity helped me
to be self-motivated."
In the fall of 1981 Ted went to
the Barbieri Center in Rome with
Professor Hugh Ogden and about
ten other students to intensively
study poetry, especially the poetry
of Keats and Shelley from' when
they wrote in Rome. "I found it
very difficult to write there," he
says. "I was out of my element
and things were coming too fast."
But the trip did< much to
strengthen his writing in other
ways, simply in terms of what he
learned from Hugh Ogden.
"One of the biggest influences
in my poetry has been Hugh
Ogden," Ted claims. "He taught
me how to make one's poetry in-
timate, personal. He helped me to
see the things 1 really wanted to
express, and even if I wrote about
them badly...that these were the
things that I really wanted to sing
about."
Next year Ted would like to go
to graduate school in creative
Trio Gives Varied Performance
by Gregory O. Davis
The Trinity. College Depart-
ment of Music whisked in the
winter term with a concert of
chamber works for violin, cello,
and piano. The performance
featured violinist Ann Rylands,
cellist Mary Lou Rylands, and
pianist Linda Laurent, artist-in-
r e s i d e n c e a t T r i n i t y . • - ' • - ' . • • ; > . , - • : ; , •
In the opening of Beethoven's
Trio in E major op. I, No. 1 both
the strings and nerves of the
players were taut. Ann Rylands'
high-strung state affected a tacit
approach to Bee thoven ' s
sonorous.melodies. Concentrating
on movement she often sacrificed
notes to save. the phrase.'! The
ensemble.had a disjunctive sense
of style which was sometimes
redolent of sweet melody but oc-
casionally reeked of •automation..'
Repairs were made in the se-
cond third Of the concert when
Mary Lou Rylands and Linda
Laurent performed three succinct
Pieces op.ll, Two Pieces, and his
Cello Sonata. Of particular ac-
cessability to the listeners was
Two Pieces. Webern's romantic
mood arose out of this aphoristic
text. It was a welcome contrast to
Three Little Pieces, alien and
amorphous pieces of sparse
melody to to which no feelings
could be attached. All sentiment
was crushed in Webern's, compact ,
form. As a study in contrasts, the
41 bar Cello Sonata was more en-
joyable to listen to, and Rylands
filled this work with jovial energy
and a good understanding of the
contrasting phrases.
Following the intermission the
three performers concluded with
. Brahms' Trio in C major op.87.
The ensemble coupled their
precise timing with consistent in-
tent to finish the evening with
brilliance.. Dynamic forceful
crescendos and cantabile playing
marked the allegro, section. The
• group captured the spirit of each
motive.The Rylands sisters united
in m e l o d i o u s d i s c o u r s e
t h r o u g h o u t the andante
variations.
Laurent asserted the piano
voice with equal eloquence and
the ensemble astablished an ex-
cellent parity. In the scherzo, as
the text became more dramatic
and complex, the players inten-
sified with the scored Instead, the
ensemble established a flowing
sense of grace which was con-
trastred by the occasional swelling
of tumultupus tension. Finishing
the scherzo boldly the three begem
the finale with unprecedented fer-
vor which was nearly converted to
abandon. The musical brilliance,
cultivated to mastery in the scher-
" zo, intensified in the finale to
finish with a striking effect.
Thus, a concert that opened
with little coherence ended with
concise ensemble playing and
quality dramaticism which
obliterated all fears of an unmov-
ing performance. ' -
Ted Lord, representing Trinity as one
dent Poets.
writing—but outside of the East
Coast. "Going to north-eastern
schools has made me more than a
little parochial," he remarks. Or
he'll try to get a job in publishing
in Australia. He chose Australia
because Ted feels that one of his
biggest mistakes at Trinity was in
not ever taking a language. "So,"
he says, "I want to at least ex-
perience how English is used in a '
different culture, and how words
can have a different cultural ef-
fect. It will be challenging to how
I use English and how I think
about words."
of this year's four Connecticut Stu-
photo by Keryn Grohs
Is he worried about the future?
"Every senior is anxiety, ridden
about a career," he says, "but I
tell •myself I shouldn't worry too
much and just try to enjoy myself
now. Undergraduate school only
"happens once in your life, and a
job happens all of your life."
Ted' and three other student
poets from Fairfield, Yale and
Central Connecticut State College
will present a reading of their
poetry this Thursday night at 8:15
in the Faculty Room of Hamlin
Hall.
MARKETING AMD SALES
Career Opportunties
WESTPOINT PEPPERELL*
A major Fortune 5OO Corporation
will hold interviews for full time
positions (for class 1983) on
Thursday, February 24 from 9O0 to 5OO
To make an appointment arid learn
more about WestPoint-Pepperell,
contact The Career Counseling Office.
*Manuiactuiers of Martex, Lady Pepperell and
1
 othei national brand products. Marketing
Headquarters — New York.
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Night Owls Meet After Dark in Concert
by K. Trout
"It was a milestone for us, our
first big show," commented
sophomore Steve Kish, one of the
six members of the all a cappella
group, After Dark, after their per-
formance last Saturday. The sex-
tet was joined by the Vassar Col-
lege women's singing group, The
Night Owls, in a celebrated even-
ing of music in Goodwin Theater.
The Night Owls,a group consisting
of ten women specializing in tight
harmonies and occasional inter-
jections of humor, began the
show with a repertory of snappy
tunes, some of which reveal their
ties with earlier days. Their se-
cond song was just such a piece,
"Saving Ourselves for Yale,"
which originated before Vassar
went co-ed in the sixties.
T h e i r p e r f o r m a n c e
demonstrated a definite con-
fidence in their background
knowledge, but their presentation
was at times tentative. There is lit-
tle need for choreography in such
a show, but perhaps a bit more
stage presence would have been
welcome.
Return to Sender," an Elvis
Presley classic, was soloed by a
member of the group. Her singing
was at first noticeably hesitant,
but after the third chorus there
was a marked improvement in her
voice, suggesting an increase in
confidence. With "Put Your
Hea^jftj^fyly.jShoulder," audience
participation became a new
dimension in the show. This was a
welcome and refreshing addition
to their normally straightforward
approach. The spontanaeity liven-
ed the crowd up; as they had been
rather unsure of what to expect at
s u c h a n o v e l e v e n t .
The Night Owls wrapped up their
performance nicely with a
welcome encore after a well
received presentation of "Lullaby
of Broadway."
After a two minute intermis-
sion, After Dark, Trinity's own
six man a cappello group made
their appearance. Their en-
thusiasm was readily apparent.
Owing to the fact that they have
only six members, the group lack-
ed the fullness and versatility of
the Night Owls. Their repertory
consisted mostly of more peppy
songs. They opened with the
traditional Trinity fight song,
followed with their own After
Dark song. Both of these were
basic but well done harmonizing
bits. After a few jokes with their
version of a television preacher,
the group went into three very
lively old southern spirituals.
"Standing on the Corner," a
welcome wrinkle in the After
Dark arsenal did, however, show
up some p e r s o n a l vocal
weaknesses of a few of the
members.
The group then took up a down
home approach with their produc-
tions of "Mountain Dew," "Dad-
dy," and "Mammy." The latter
was done in the best spirit of Al
Jolson and was easily the most
somber of all their pieces. "Dad-
dy" was, in all estimates, a rather
novel song, with very contem-
porary and slightly obscure lyrics:
"Hartford put the Nomads in
jail/Don't anybody post the
Five of the six-man group After Dark performing Saturday. L-R Scott Gowell, Rich Freytag, Matt George,
Chris Sarenec, Steve Kish. Missing from the picture is Tom Baker.
bail." Some of the audience later
admitted they had no idea who the
Nomads were (a street gang).
"Bad Bad Leroy Brown," a Jim
Croce classic, was graced by a
guitar accompaniment and
presented with a Temptations
style backup which, was very en-
joyable, They closed with a
barbershop style classic "Coney
Island Baby."
After the After Dark repertory
was exhausted, both groups came
out for a finale to the tune of
"Silver Swan." The members of
the group didn't seem well
prepared for this final song, and
they struggled through it with
some members singing off by as
much as half a key. It was a shame
the show ended on such a weak
note.
After Dark has been invited to
appear at Vassar College. With a
bit of refinement will come
greater confidence and then more
attention can be paid to theatrics,
which should be an integral part
photo by Keryn Grohs
of the show—not a distraction.
There is great potential for these
young men and they deserve sup-
port. Indeed, as Matt George
commented, "the turnout is in-
dicitive of the support that the
Trinity community is now
giving."
In the future, After Dark hopes
to bring in other groups to per-
form with them as the Night Owls
did, thereby lending an "inter-
collegiate atmosphere" to this
genre of music at Trinity.
What's Happening
Events In
Austin Arts
Performances """
The Belle of A'mherst by William
Luce; Featuring Tucker Ewing,
'77 as Emily Dickinson. The Belle
of Amherst is a wonderful, funny,
touching and moving evening of
theatre. Rex Reed, described the
original production as " ;..full of
passion and poetry and heart ...
an arresting, riveting experience."
Ms. Ewing lights up the stage with
her exquisite well-wrought and
delicate performances. Jan. 28, 29
Trinity Dance Faculty Concert
Carter McAdams and Nusha Mar-
tynuk are our featured artists-in-
residehce introducing newly
choreographed • dance numbers.
Original music composed and per-
formed by Ardre Griton. Feb. 3, 5
Works for Large Chamber
Ensemble. Elisabeth Adkins,
violinist; Greig Shearer, flutist;
Rebecca Flannery, harpist;
Robert Edward Smith, harp-
sichordist; Gerald Moshell,
pianist. Bach; Brandenburg Con-
erto No. 5, Ravel: Introduction
and Allegro, Schumann: Piano
Quintet. Feb. 4
Robert Robles-Senior Exhibition
Garmany Hall. Jan. 24-Jan. 30
Wendy Kershner-Senior Exhibi
tion. Garmany Hall. Feb. 7-Feb
13
Lecture
Professor Robert Nozick,
"Academics View the Market
System." Dr. Nozick is one of six
speakers who will address Hart-
ford this year through' the Dr.
Scholl Foundation Forums on the
Future of Private Enterprise Pro-
gram. This lecture is also coor-
dinated in conjunction with the
newly inaugurated Davis Endow-
ment at Trinity. Jan. 31
Poetry Reading
Connecticut Circuit Student
Poets will read from their works
on Thursday, January 27 at 8:15
in Hamlin Hall. The event is free.
Exhibits
Eric Nelson, Sculptures of
Enamel on Wood. Mr. Nelson
teaches at Middlebury College in
Vermont. His one-man exhibition
featuring enamel on wood
sculptures is on display in
Widener Gallery. Mr. Nelson's
work has been displayed in
numerous colleges and galleries in
New England. Widener Gallery,
Jan. 17-Feb. 14 (1-5 p.m. Daily)
Little Red Riding Hood
went off to see her professor,
with the Little Red Writing Book, she got , ,;
""""' -"
;jJ
'';" 'from the Writing' Center...1
...and got a A on the paper.
The Writing
Center
•grammar and style books
•one on one tutoring
•Grammar Phone for Emergencies
(527-3151, ext. 392)
Mon.-Fri. 9-4plus
Tues., Thurs. 6-8 p.m. Come and see us.
For information and tickets on
all A.A.C. events call 527-8062 or
stop by the Box Office in the
main lobby of Austin Arts Center.
AH performances begin at 8:00
p.m., unless otherwise noted.
Mather Center
This Thursday night, January
27th, Mather Campus Center and
WRTC present Mission of Bur-
ma, the "avant-punk" Boston-
b a s e d b a n d .
" Opening will be The Pro-
letariat, another Boston band,
featured on the album This is
Boston, Not L,A. The event will
take place in the Washington
Room of Mather Campus Center
at 9:00 p.m. Tickets are three,
dollars for Trinity students with
ID, four dollars for the general
public, and students may pur-
chase advance tickets at the
Mather Front Desk.
B.Y.O.B.
Tune in Thursday night at 7:00
p.m. to WRTC 89.3 FM to hear a
live interview with the band
before the show.
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Opinion —
Responding to the Faculty Report: Part One
by Steve Klots
Since the faculty committee on
fraternities resolved to phase out
fraternities and sororities within
the next three years, little has been
done to address the questions rais-
ed by that group. The Tripod, in
its editorial of December 16, 1982,
charged that this shortcoming on
the part of the groups involved is
largely responsible for the
faculty's 2:1 vote to comply with
the report. A vacuum needs to be
filled. There needs lo be a com-
prehensive study of the issues in
response to the report to deter-
mine if fraternities and sororities
are so inherently wrong and
deleterious as charged.
The question boils down to two
basic issues. The first problem is
whether single-sex institutions
with limited memberships are
justifiable within a community
which is presumably striving to
establish a better society than that
which currently exists. The second
problem addresses the question of
the relationship between Trinity
and the fraternities. Regardless of
the issues inherent in the structure
of fraternities and sororities, are
these groups beneficial to Trinity,
and if not, can they be changed
such that they will be beneficial?
This last question will be address-
ed in later issues of the Tripod.
The three points most frequent-
ly raised when discussing the set-
up of fraternities and sororities
are those of sexism, racism, and
exdusiveness. Although there are
other questions involved, they
seem to stem from these basic
objections.
Discrimination is defined in
Webster's as being " 1 . the act of
making or perceiving differences
or distinctions. 2. the ability to do
this. 3. a showing of favoritism in
treatment." The Tripod states in
its editorial of the December 16
special edition that "one cannot
legitimize discrimination —
period." I want to suggest,
however, that it is only the
favoritism found in the third
definition which cannot be
legitimized. If there are sufficient
differences between groups, one
example being the sexes, to war-
rant the existence of groups which
recognize these differences, then
discrimination is justifiable. This
guideline can be used to address
the issues involved.
Sexism is discrimination on the
basis of sex. There are vast dif-
ferences, however, between what
is usually described as 'sexism'
and the creation of single-sex
groups such as fraternities. When
a woman is denied a job position
because of her sex in a vocation in
which she is equally as capable as
a man, she is a victim of un-
justifiable sexism and rightfully
should protest this favoritism
shown toward the man.
There is one thing which, no
matter how skillful an individual
woman is, she undoubtedly can-
not do as well as a man. She can-
not be a man. When a woman is
excluded from a fraternity, it
serves a purpose. As simplistic as
this reasoning sounds, it is the
basis for the justification of
single-sex fraternities and
sororities.
This reasoning assumes that
there are differences between the
sexes which legitimize differentia-
tion. In order to prevent people
from charging that I have not pro-
ven a thing, this assumption needs
to be examined.
First, there are the obvious dif-
ferences between the sexes which
the college recognizes in having
separate athletic teams, all-male
first floors in dormitories, and
other, similar arrangements.
Trinity is the existence of the
Woman's Center, where "women
can meet as women." Hence, not
only can discrimination on the
basis of sex be legitimized in social
organizations, it can also be seen
serving as function.
Three final points about the
topic of sexism need to be ad-
dressed. Kirsten Hertz, co-
coordinator of TWO, was quoted
in the Tripod as saying that the in-
teraction necessary between men
and women for a be t te r
understanding between the sexes
is absent in homogeneous groups
like fraternities. She went on to
state that a fraternity provides
"an escape for its members to
avoid the exchange of ideas bet-
These differences cannot be used
to justify a single-sex institution
because they are purely physical.
Other, more subtle distinctions,
howeve r , do jus t i fy this
discrimination. Many sociologists
have argued that the bonding of
men in groups is an ancient and
essential part of human society.
Sociologist Lionel Tiger says in
his book Men in Groups that
"Secret societies ... are the conse-
quence of an effort of individuals
— usually and mainly men — to
create the social conditions for ex-
ercising their gregarious propen-
sities, the expression of which
may be (or may be seen to be) in-
hibited by their community." Let
me suggest that by dividing into
fraternities and sororities, men
and women are recognizing the
existence of these inhibitions.
There are times when a person
needs to escape the sexual
pressures caused by the presence
of the other sex. One way this
need is filled on college campuses
is in the formation of fraternities
and sororities. Another way at
ween the sexes." I answer that this
charge is invalid in two ways: 1)
fraternity members do not seek to
quarantine themselves 24 hours a
day from women and 2) frater-
nities and sororities can even be a
vehicle to establish this exchange
of ideas, while still maintaining
their function as single-sex
groups, through talks, seminars,
etc., sponsored by the individual
fraternities or the 1FC. This may
not be the case now, but nothing
prevents it from happening. Lear-
ning to cope and interact with the
other sex in a mutually benefical
manner is one positive goal, but
so is brotherhood.
Another important issue is the
co-ed fraternity. As DEKE argues
in the Tripod of December 7,
1982, there are many benefits
from such groups. These benefits
differ entirely from those derived
from single-sex institutions.
Hence both types of group serve a
legitimate purpose and it is up- to
the individual fraternity or sorori-
ty to decide which benefit they
want to gain and what purpose
PACKAGE STORE
CHOICE WINES ^ LIQUORS
219 Nfw Britain Awe., H s f t M , Conn.
(corner Henry St. next to Corner Tap)
they want to serve.
Finally, a nagging problem for
the college is the discrepancy bet-
ween official policy regarding
discrimination and reality. One
could argue that Trinity discrim-
ninates aside from the fraternity
question simply through athletics,
etc. Be that as it may. For this
issue, the college will have to
amend its statement in the Hand-
book. We need to recognize,
rather than shirk, the realities of
the situation. People should not
feel tainted, disgraced, or embar-
rassed by such action; we are tak-
ing a step which, as far as 1 know,
no other college dares to make.
One cannot seriously say that
fraternities and sororities are
openly racist at Trinity. If they
were, they would undoubtedly -be
abolished more quickly than the
most strongly anti-fraternity per-
son or group could imagine. What
is a question is whether they are
'institutionally racist." If frater-
nities are, is this an inherent
characteristic of the system or can
they be changed to ameliorate the
situation?
From the definition given in the
Tripod, institutional racism can
exist without official recognition.
The charge is that fraternities and
sororities, due to their current
cultural and social orientations,
make it difficult for someone
from outside of the dominating
cultural group in an institution to
join that organization. Thus, few
blacks join fraternities because
they are controlled by whites.
First, I want to say lhat this argu-
ment really cannot be used to
abolish fraternities because if ft
were, many other organizations
on campus would have to go also.
Among these would be TCB,
TWO, TCF, Hillel, and the
Newman Club. Although these
groups are officially open to all
students, few students outside of
those whom the club serves
belong. An examination of in-
stitutional racism would indeed
result in a call for radical change,
but perhaps a little too radical for
everyone involved.
In spite of this, 1 will never-
theless examine the charge that
fraternities are institutionally
racist. Three students argued in
the Tripod that "fraternities
would cease to be fraternities in
the traditional sense," if they
changed to include people from
m o r e d i v e r s e c u l t u r a l
backgrounds. They emphasized
the importance of the 'common
interests' that unite the group in
the traditional definition of a
fraternity.
* These three students are im-
plicitly making an unjust assump-
tion. They assume that one of the
common interests, indeed the
primary one, that unites the group
is a racial tie. Looking at the in-
dividual fraternities, one can see
that things other than race unite
the members. For instance, why is
AXP know as the 'football' frat?
Furthermore, most of the frater-
nities (as far as 1 know, not being
a member of one) have black
members. One can argue that it is
not a question of race, but simply
a fact that many of the blacks arc
not the fraternity type. The most
important thing that can be said,
however, is that perhaps a lack of
diversity in membership is not the
f r a t e rn i t i e s f au l t . Smal l ,
prestigious, expensive colleges
tend to be pretty homogenous. If
Trinity were more diverse, maybe
fraternities would be too. If this
be the case, the blame for the pro-
blem does not lie with the frater-
nities. Eliminate the causal, error
first, and presumably, the effect
will disappear.
Exdusiveness is also a problem
that the faculty committee's
report considered. This question
will also be addressed in a later
issue of the Tripod, along with
discussion concerning whether the
system is 'right' for Trinity.
Hopefully,, however, the above
will make individuals realize that
there are arguments on both sides
of the issue.
For Delicious Pizza and
Hot Oven Grinders
Call when you
leave - it will be
ready upon your
arrival.
Come in and Eat in our
NEWLY EXPANDED Dining Room
ROAST BEEF & TURKEY BREAST GRINDERS
GREEK SALADS WITH CHOICE OF FETA OR
MOZARELLA CHEESE
287 New Britain Ave.
Hartford
Across from
South Campus
Richard Staron, prop
Phone
247-O234
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More Sports
Men's Squash Nails
Dartmouth, 0 of R
by Tom Price
It must have been cold in
Hanover and Rochester last
weekend.
That seems to be the only
logical explanation for the squash
teams from Dartmouth and the
University of Rochester coming
south to Hartford last Friday and
Saturday. Certainly the Big Green
would not travel a couple of hours
on a bus to win three games of
squash and lose 27. Competitive
spirit aside, it just does not make
sense. And Rochester did just the .
same thing, winning five games
and losing 27. Nobody likes to be
humiliated, so it must have been
cold ,up in New Hampshire and
New York last weekend.
If the name of the game is
squash, then that is exactly what
Trinity did to Dartmouth and the
University of Rochester.
Against Dartmouth, the Ban-
tams won all nine matches. Only
Mike Georgy, J.D. Cregan, and
Sandy Monahagn lost a game in
the best of five matches. In the
modest words of co-captain John
Holmes, "It was a pretty easy
match." The victory over Dart-
mouth was no great surprise, but
no one expected it to be so lopsid-
ed. After all, the Big Green had
been ranked number five in the
nation last year. The loss of six of
its nine top players to graduation
certainly seemed to have taken its
toll.
Playing in the number one spot,
Georgy rolled over his Dartmouth
opponent, winning by a 3-1
anr (2) won by the
same score while numbers three
and four, Bill Doyle and Doug
Burbank, coasted to victory, de-
nying their competition a single
game. It was high times in Hart-
ford last weekend for Trinity
squash.
The story was the same in the
Rochester match. Again, Trinity
won all nine matches. Holmes, in
a casual tone of voice, spoke of
the match as "not very exciting."
Rochester, in even more silent
speech, would probably just as
soon drop the subject entirely.
Freshman Paul Stauffer broke the
monotony of the easy match by
coming from behind to defeat his
opponent. Down two games,
Stauffer rallied, winning three
games in a row, thereby securing a
Trinity shutout.
Perhaps the biggest match of
the year, however, awaits the Ban-
tams tomorrow night when they
square off at home against a
tough Yale squad. In all pro-
bability, the victor will end up
ranked third in the country. The
Bantams have not beaten Yale
since 1975, but according to
Holmes, 1983 could very well be
the end point of a seven year skid.
"Yale has a very good number
one player whom we may not
beat, but down the line, against
the other eight players, we are
dead even, if not a little better."
The match should not be a
laugher like the Dartmouth-
Rochester contests. Yale will be
more than chickenfeed for the
Bantams. Thus far, the Bulldogs
are undefeated, having'.[ already
l
" . •- .
Vern Meyer heads up ice in the Bants win over Ainherst. photo by EiriJ. Smith
beaten Williams, the top ranked
team a year ago.
Trinity will also host a round
robin tournament this weekend
against Colby, Bowdoin, and
Wesley an.
The tourney should be a case of
'Deja Vu' of the Dartmouth-
Rochester matches. So why are
Colby and Bowdoin even bother-
ing to come to Trinity when they
are likely to be embarassed? Sup-
posedly, it gets pretty cold up in
Maine this time of year.
Women Racqueteers
Split First Matches
Womens B-Ball Raises Mark
by Elizabeth Sobkov
Bouncing back to their power-
ful form, the women's basketball
team pummeled the Coast Guard
Bears 65-52 on Saturday.
Even though the team had been
off for almost six weeks due to
winter break, the team was not af-
fected. The team handled the
pressure of a game situation well
as four players shot 50 percent or
better in the away contest. Cap-
tain Karen Rodgers tallied 17
points. Rodgers was followed by
Jeanne Monnes who scored 14
points and Deborah Priestley with
10. Only one Bear player scored in
double figures.
Coach Karen Erlandson was
particulary pleased with the
reduction in turnovers. The Bants
lowered this negative statistic to
16 in New London. This was an
aspect of the team's performance
which had hindered their ability to
execute the offense.
Rodgers summed up her feel-
ings about the game; "This game
SATURDAY NIGHT
IS
COLLEGE NIGHT
AT
Ski With The College Crowd
On Saturday Nights And Then
Apres-Ski In Our Alpine Lounge
$2.00 off on Lift Tickets on
Saturday Nights With This Ad
So Conveniently Located At
Exit 30 off 1-84
Rental Equipment Available
For Info Or Group Rates Call 1-6280955
was a reflection of how hard we
worked when we came back from
vacation. The whole team did a
great job and the coaches were
happy to add another win to our
record."
Monnes added, "Our win was
definitely the result of our con-
sistency as a team. We never let
up and kept running until the end.
We had an attitude to work hard
and stay alive, coming out of a
few days of a hard post-vacation
workout."
by Leslie Pennington
and Kathy Rowe
Success does not always come
easily, as the nationally ranked
women's squash team discovered
this week. After finishing third in
the nation last year, the squad
split their, opening matches this
week.
' The Bantams started strong by
beating Dartmouth 7-0 in their
first contest. However, the big
match of the week was against the
University of Pennsylvania. The
Quakers hurt the Bants with a 4-3
defeat. Last season, Penn was
fifth in the nation behind
Princeton, Harvard, Trinity, and
Yale. Although the Bantams may
be a little weaker this year, they
still have a good chance of re-
maining in the top five nationally.
The Bants had spent their pre-
season practices preparing for the
match in Philadelphia: Still, Dart-
mouth has a newly formed team
and was an unknown quantity.
The players were decisive and us-
ed good strategy: overall the Dart-
mouth match was an easy victory.
The Bants anticipated a tough
match against the Quakers, but
they did not expect a defeat. Team
''captain,< Nina Porter faced the
V challenge of playing Elisa Mc-
Conald who was ranked first in
the nation last year; Porter was
second.
Coach Becky Chase predicted a
close contest against Penn. Chase
thought the score would be 4-3,
although she was ambiguous as to
whom the victor would be. Porter
suffered an disappointing 3-0
defeat. Kat Castle lost her match
3-1 to Karen Keloo. In the third
spot, Laura Higgs unsuccessfully
played while suffering from a
pulled muscle. Valerie Lee (4),
Kathy Klein (5), and Nancy Bogle
(6) all won. In the seventh spot,
freshman Lori Laub lost an ex-
citing match.
William Slaney tries to control a loose puck during one of las( week's wins. pholo by Hi il Smilh
More Sports
Ephmen, Worcester,
MMA Fall To Trin
continued from page 16
5:25 to play. The rest was
academic.
USMM at Kings Point's claim
to fame was an eight point loss to
Army, (Army beat Trinity's lone
conqueror, Yale) but the visitors
from Long Island missed 14 of
their first 16 shots and the Ban-
tams built up a 16-4 lead with
11:11 to go in the first half. The
Bantams extended their lead to
43-19 at the half, thanks in large
part to the play of the second set
of guards, Pat Sclafani and Ron
Carrol. The two accounted for
nine straight points in the final
four minutes of the first half.
"We see two kinds of perfor-
mance from them every single
day, so its not really suprising to
us," noted Ogrodnik.
There was no let up in the se-
cond half as the Bants turned
what is in a route normally a slop-
py final ten minutes into an offen-
sive lesson and went on to win
104-69.
Saturday night saw Worcester
State trounced, but this time it
was the Bantam centers that stole
the limelight. Starting pivot man
Steve Braken has emerged as a
pleasant surprise for Ogrodnik.
. "Two years ago we had talked
about him coming back on. the
basis of it being a two year situa-
tion where he just began to w.ork
on the fundamentals of the
game," said Ogrodnik. He's real-
ly come on. He's very agile and a
great competitor and no one here
works harder."
The improvement was most evi-
dent Saturday as Braken scored 20
points, all in the first half. The
6'10" senior scored eleven of
Trin's first points as the Bants
moved to an early 13 point lead.
Braken 's backup, Kerry
Sullivan threw in 17 points, 15 in
the second half and the two ac-
counted for 15 rebounds. After
going into the lockeroom ahead
51-28, Trinity played an equally
good second half and went on to
win 103-55.
The second half of the Kings
Point and Worcester State games
gave plenty of time for fun on the
court and on the bench as the
Bants cruised home. Things,
however, will begin to get more
serious as Trinity moves towards
the tougher part of their schedule.
In an upcoming six game
stretch the hoops ters will take on
three teams that are ranked in the
top ten in New England and two
more with wins over ranked
squads.
The season so far has been
loads of fun.
HOOP POOP- The two 100-plus
performances pushed Trinity's
average point total to 85.7 . .
.Abere continues to lead Trin in
scoring averaging 14.3 points per
game behind 68 percent shooting .
. . Bates leads in attempts with 105
and is second in points with a 12.9
average . . .
Bantam wrestlers opened their season by losing two matches and winning one. o by Kcryn cir
Wrestlers Lose Two Of Three
Continued from page 15
first collegiate meet for some of
them."
On Saturday, Trinity beat Hart-
ford 43-9, while losing to Amherst
37-8. Against UHart, the only
Bants who lost were Tom Bailey
and Howe. Waxter and Oxman
won on points; Veronis, Pete
Gallitano, Al Norton, and Adam
pinned their opponents; and
Thomas and Powell won by
forfeit. Co-captain Sean Darby
observed that "the team looked
very sharp and the freshmen did
exceptionally well."
Amherst had a good team and
defeated the Bants soundly. The
only Bantam wins were by Adam
(15-3) and Thomas (8-2). Waxter,
Gallitano, and Veronis all lost,
with Veronis losing in the last ten
seconds of his match.
This meet marked the first time
Trinity has beaten Hartford in the
80's. Darby concluded: "The
freshman seemed to have over-
come all the first match jitters and
looked good. For the first time the
Trinity wrestling program has a
bright future."
Barney Corning and an Amherst player enjoy a moment as spectators during Trinity's 6-3 win over the Lord Jeffs.
llli Sirtllli
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NCAA Takes Easy Way On Academic Issue
It's not often that I have a subject for Tuesday After-
noon suggested to me. It was therefore a pleasant surprise
to find a copy of the Chronicle of Higher Education on my
desk with a note from my esteemed editor which read
"How about a Tuesday Afternoon on this issue."
The headline, which for my benefit had been put in red
brvkets, announced that the NCAA had voted for stiffer
a.adcniic requirements for participants in intercollegiate
sports. The brackets were unnecessary considering that the
other issue on the front page dealt with lower pension
benefits for women. Not sports page material, but the sug-
gestion was appreciated just the same.
At first my reaction to the new requirements was
positive. Having come from a backround where 700 often
represents a math score on the SAT's most Trinity
students, myself included, might scoff at the fact that dou-
ble 350's is now the minimal standard to be eligablc for an
athletic scholarship and that represents a tougher stand on
the part of the NCAA. There was no standard previously.
In addition, the NCAA added to the old requirement of
a 2.0 high school average, the completion of a core cur-
riculum including English, mathematics, social science,
and natural or physical science.
It was the minimal SAT requirement that drew a cry of
rage from several black college presidents who charged
"that the proposals were patently racist and aimed at
reducing the number or blacks on teams of institutions with
major sports programs."
Predictably a majority of sports commentators applaud-
ed the NCAA's action. On the surface it appears to be a
brave step forward by the NCAA that has been rocked by
Tuesday Afternoon
bv Stephen K. (jellman
scandal. The complaints from the black presidents have
been dismissed.
These complaints, however, carry some merit and are the
basis for the conclusion that the NCAA's action was a
good bit distant from bravery.
The unfortunate fact is that the average SAT score for
blacks is below 700, one-hundred points below the average
for white students.
It would be ridiculous to even discuss the arguments that
see this difference as anything but a reflection of years of
discrimination. The fact that the NCAA decision leaves
Ducks Squeak By
Union; Fall To CCS
over one-half of all black high school seniors ineligible for
athletic scholarships is at minimal a mark of insensitivity.
The result is totally unacceptable.
Enough doubt has been cast upon the validity of the
SAT's as a measure of the success in college of individual
student, and that is really the issue, whether a person can
successfully progress towards a degree while in college.
On this topic the NCAA was vague. "A student already
in college must be making 'satisfactory progress' in a pro-
gram leading to a bachlors degree," is the only regulation
the NCAA put on the students once they have achieved a
2.0 and a 700 in high school.
The NCAA showed either no desire to curtail violations
within their system or no faith in the member college's
academic mechanisms. Instead the NCAA placed faith in a
standardized test with questionable meaning and high
schools that for the most part have a more dubious record
than some of the colleges themselves, and that is saying
something.
The result of the meeting should have been standards
that emphasized preformance in the universities. That -.is
where the men and women will perform in their sports and
that is where their academic qualifications for receiving an
athletic scholarship should be judged.
. • " • . . . • .
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T h e m e n ' s s w i m t e a m
celebrated their return to the
watery wars last Wednesday with
an exciting 48-47 win over Union
College.
Newly elected co-captains Rex
Dyer and Tim Raftis led the
assault before a large home crowd
as they combined with John Harr-
ington and Bob Anderson to
clinch the opening 400-yard
medley relay, and then won their
respective individual events. Dyer
cruised to his customary first in
UiG,200..back.stroke, while Raltis
recorded wins in the 100 butterfly
and 200 freestyle.
Sophomore Greg Accetta con-
tinued to show improvement in
the distance events as he swept
both the 500 freestyle and the
1000 freestyle. Veteran sprinter
Chip Lake once again led the field
in his specialty, the 50 freestyle,
while freshman Andy Lavallee
registered his first collegiate win
in the 100 freestyle. Harrington
stroked to a first place finish in
the 200 individual medley.
Trinity's early lead evaporated
late in the meet as Union swept
the breastroke and 400 freestyle
relay to bring about an exciting
finish. Newcomer, John Peabody
was impressive in his first meet,
garnering a third in the 200
freestyle and swimming a strong
leg in the final freestyle relay.
In an interest ing aside,
women's standout Barbara Bren-
nan swam unofficially in the 1000
freestyle and recorded a new col-
lege record of 11:20.22.
On Saturday the Ducks jour-
nied to Central Connecticut State
to face a talented crosstown rival.
After a sprinted start which
featured several exciting Bantam
upset victories the mermen were
overpowered 78-35.
The opening medley relay of
Dyer, Harrington, Raftis, and
Lake shocked the Kaiser Hall
crowd with a 3:54.23 win that
featured another fingernail touch
out by anchor Lake.
Dyer fashioned strong swims in
the 200 freestyle and 200
backstroke to remain undefeated
on the year. Raftis and Harr-
ington went 1-2 in the 200 in-
dividual medley, and halfway
through the program the Bantams
were leading by a point. Raftis'
time of 2:13.6 was remarkable in
his first shot at this event.
Sweeps by the powerful Central
swimmers in the distance and div-
ing events, plus the 100 freestyle
and 200 breaststroke, put the meet
The women's swim team has gone 5-0 to open their season.
well out of the Bantams' reach. In
the final 400 freestyle relay the
C e n t r a l a n c h o r swimmer
duplicated Lake's opening save to
steal the win after a strong swim
by Trinity's Peabody, Anderson,
Ed Kaplan, and Luke Helson.
The Ducks were encouraged by
their performances and steadily
improving times. Their next meet
wili be at Wesleyan ori Wednes-
day, where they hope to duplicate
last year's thrilling one-point
upset.
photo by Keryn Grohs
Wrestlers Obtain A
1-2 Record To Start
Bantam wrestlers opened their season by losing two matches and winning one.
photo bv Kcryn Grohs
by Jeffrey Handelman
The Trinity wrestling team got
its delayed season underway this
past week with mixed results. On
Wednesday, the Bants lost to
highly ranked Western New
England 40-8. On Saturday,
however, they convincingly beat
the University of Hartford, while
losing to host Amherst.
Against Western New England,
the Bantams managed only a win
and a tie in ten matches. The
young and inexperienced Bants
were dominated by Western, the
third ranked team in New
England.
The meet started with Pete Zim-
merman (1!8 pounds) being out-
pointed 9-4. Tom Waxier (126)
went the distance when it ap-
peared he would be pinned in the
late going and was outpointed
19-4. Nick Veronjs (134) fell
behind 5-0 after one. round, but
then managed to keep his oppo-
nent scoreless over the next two,
even though he himself didn't
score any points.
At this point in the meet, co-
captain Mike Howe (142) made
quite an auspicious debut. Howe
gave Trinity its only win of the
night, pinning his opponent: at
2:26 of the first round.
Unfortunately, this did not
seem to improve the results of the
rest of the team. Mike Oxman
(150) and Tom Hampton (158)
were both pinned. These two one-
sided affairs were followed by the
most even and exciting match of
the night involving Trinity's Jeb
Head (167).
The match started out at a fast
and furious pace, with Head trail-
ing 6-5 after one round. After a
scoreless second round, Head
scored two hard-fought points in
the third to go ahead 7-6. The
match, however, wound up at 7-7.
The final three matches went to
Western New England. Freshman
Joe Adam (177) was outpointed
14-3. Will Thomas (190) lost a
close, hard-fought match, 11-9.
The meet ended with Bob Powell,
wrestling in the unlimited weight
category, being pinned at 2:12 of
the first round.
The highlight of the meet for
Trin clearly was Howe's, im- =
pressive win. Howe summed up
both the team's and his. perfor-
mance this way; "I was injured all
last year and had to have an
operation. I haven't wrestled in
two years but 1 am glad to be
back. We have a young team. We
wrestled a very good team
tonight. It's hard to tell how well
we'll do, but it feels great to be
back and I hope we have a good
season."
Some of the Bants' problems
were pointed out by Coach Mike;
Darr: "We've-got very young
wrestlers who lack experience.
They need more confidence. They
were a little nervous—it was the
continued on page 14
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Hockey Comes Back To Beat Amherst 6-3
Bants Win Three Home;
Raise Record To 6-4-1
by Marc Esterman
Although ihe Bantams' varsity
hockey team had posted a respec-
table 3-3 record going into the
Christmas break, the club was
lacking the necessary scoring
punch and being victimized by too
many give aways in the neutral
zone. Head Coach John Dunham
made several changes following
vacation to remedy those short-
comings and the team responded
with three solid performances"last
week, including a 6-3 win over
rival Amherst.
Following a tie and a loss at
Navy, the Bants brought their new
look home and reeled off three
straight wins. Dunham's changes
paid dividends in the form of
wins over Framingham (3-2), St.
Michels (8-5), and Amherst (6-3).
The changes involved a realign-
ment of line combinations and a
shift in center-ice strategy. Chris
Downs was moved to center from
defense and the Barney Coming-
Reed Whitmore-Vern Meyer line
was broken up, with Whitmore
moving from left wing to center
and the other two being switched
to different lines. The changes up
front were made in an effort to
balance out - the lines and add
more of an overall scoring punch:.
The Downs' move was made all
the easier by the impressive play
of the other six defensemen, all of
whom meshed well during Downs'
absence. Dunham hopes that
Downs' skill and bulk up front
will attract more attention to his
line, thus opening it up for the
other three lines.
The other major change involv-
ed a switch in strategy. Dunham
altered his European motion
system to accomodate an "inside-
out" neutral ice style. With the
new system, if the puck is lost it is
lost along the boards, rather than
in the middle of the rink, cutting
down on counterattacks. As a
result, the Bants have not yielded
a breakaway in four games.
The moves proved particularly
effective in Saturday's win over
Amherst. The Bants were able to
use four lines while the Lord Jeffs
stuck with three and exhausted
their first line. As a result, the
Bants were able to neutralize
Amherst's speed by wearing them
down with aggressive forecheck-
ing. Further, Amherst's habit of
trying to set up plays from behind
the net played right into Trinity's
specialty—forechecking—and
enabled the Bants to win by
attrition.
The visitors jumped off to a
quick 2-0 lead on two rebound
shots but that was the end of their
scoring until late in the third
period. .
Trinity came back with two late
goals by Mike Sload and Bill
Slaney to tie the contest.
"We didn't panic when we fell
behind .2-0 because the team
knows it can come from behind
and win games," noted Dunham.
In the second period, Trinity
controlled the neutral zone and
cleared the puck from its end ef-
fectively, allowing it to outshoot
Amherst 11-7. Mike DiSandro
scored the lone goal, converting
Lou Shipley's beautiful pass from
behind the net.
The new lines continued to
work well in the third, as the
Bants put the game out of reach
with three straight tallies. Meyer
converted on a rebound at the :54
mark to set the tone for the rest of
the game. Sload then took over
and scored twice to complete the
hat trick and the win, upping
Trin's record to 6-4-1.
The Whitmore change paid off
as the Sload-Whitmore-DiSandro
line accounted for four goals. As
Dunham explained, "Mike's a
goal scorer so we hooked him up
with Whitmore, who's a great
passer."
Trin goes on the road for their
next two games, against New
Haven and UCo.nn.
T.R. Goodman (12) and William Slaney (21) celebrate a score in last week's action. The hockey team went 3-0,
beating Framingham, St. Michaels and Amherst at home. photo by Erik smiih
Women Swimmers Race Four
More National Qualifying Runs
Last Thursday evening the
women's swirn team took up
where they left off . before
Christmas by humbling Mt.
Holyoke 88-52.
Coach Chet McPliee's fears
that the swimmers might be feel-
ing the fatigue accumulated from
a brutal week of double sessions
proved groundless as the Chicks
splashed to four more national
qualifying times.
The 200-yard medley relay team
of Dea Fredrick, Debbie Cronin,
Lulu Cass, and Karen Hubbard
(1:58.1), and the 200-yard
freestyle relay team of Hubbard,
Cass, Fredrick, and Barbara
Brennan (1:44.17) began and end-
ed the meet with national level
performances. Cronin's 33.37 in
the 50-yard breaststroke, and
Fredrick's 56.27 in the 100-yard
freestyle put them in the national
championship meet.
Brennan held off Holyoke's
Van Nevel in a thrilling 500
freestyle duel to clock a 5:24.72
personal best. She came back to
win the 50 freestyle (25.98) to re-
main undefeated at any distance.
Dominutive freshman Ginny
Finn demonstrated superb condi-
tion by winning three very close
races, the 200 individual medley,
and the 50 and 100 backstroke. In
addition to performing in the two
record relays-, All-American Cass
cruised to individual wins in the
100 butterfly and 200 freestyle.
Mel Foy continued to dazzle
diving fans with a flawless exhibi-
tion on the one meter board. She
won both diving events and set a
new college record in required div-
ing with a 192.80 total.
Captain Anne Ward was im-
pressive in the 200 and 100 in-
dividual medley events, register-
ing personal bests, and freshman
Hubbard added sparkling perfor-
mances in the 100 freestyle (58.74)
and 100 individual medley
(1:07.2) to her brilliant relay
swims.
Edie Harris, Laura Couch, and
Nancy Meade also registered
outstanding swims which qualify
them for the New England
Championships.
In running their record to 5-0,
the women's team demonstrated
great power and depth, and seems
well on. their way to the best
season in their short history. Their
next outing will be at arch-rival
Wesleyan on Wednesday.
Hoopsters Destroy
Three More Victims
|AV*
Jim Bates fires in Trinity's win over Williams pluuoln Whitney Rodi.<.rs
by Stephen K. Gellman
Fun, fun, fun would have been
a decent title for the Trinity's
basketball week.
Coming off of Christmas
break, the Bants ran over,
through, and past three visitors to
Ferris and upped their record to
9-1.
The wins on Tuesday, over
Williams, and Thursday, over the
U.S. Merchant Marine Academy
at Kings Point, were of note
because both teams had near
misses against Division I foes.
Trinity, however, dispatched
both with relative ease. Williams,
which had lost by two points to
Dartmouth, was shut down by
Trinity's intense match-up-zone.
In addition, the Bants released
both guards, most often David
Wvnter and Jim Bates, down-
Lourt on every Williams shot, set-
ting up a number of fast breaks.
At the half, the duo had ac-
cumulated 20 points and triggered
Trinity to 70 percent shooting and
a 46-28 lead. ' " .
"We can't indescriminately do
that (releasing the'guards)," ex-
plained Trinity coach Stan Ogrod-
ni'k "because it leaves some fringe
rebounds around the foul line we'
should be picking up. We should
be coordinated, with only one
guard going."
In the second half Williams
began to take advantage of the
releasing guards and out-
rebounded Trin 22-12. Further,
the Bants became sloppy, commit-
ting 15 second half turnovers. The
combination allowed the Ephmen
to close within ten with 6:32 re-
mained, but two free throws by
Bantam forward Ken Abere and
two dunks by a releasing Wynter
put the Bants back up by 16 with
continued on page 14
